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The following courses are offered at the Ontario Agricultural
College:—

Two-Year Course—Leading to the Associate Diploma.

This

course covers the practical details of the best methods of farm work.
At least one year of farming expeiience is required before admission.

Degree Course—This course is of four years’ duration, and leads
to the degree of Bachelor of the Science of Agriculture, conferred
by the Lniversity of Toronto.

In addition to at least one year of

farming experience, Junior Matriculation or its equivalent is required
for entrance.

Arrangements are now under way, whereby a student,

without matriculation, having taken a good standing during the two
years of the Associate Course, may proceed to the Third Year of the
Degree Course after taking an intermediate year, in which certain
matriculation work, as well as Science, will be covered.

Short Courses—Short

Courses

are

provided

for

farmers

in

Stock, and Seed Judging, Horticulture, Dairying, Poultry, Farm
Power, Apiculture and Farm Drainage, during the winter months.
For Calendar and full particulars, write:

J. B. REYNOLDS, M.A.,
President.
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The absolute necessity of installing only RELIABLE and EFFI¬
CIENT Farm and Dairy Machinery has been brought home very
forcibly to Canadian Farmers during the past few years.
Millions of dollars have been thrown away on inferior cream
separators, which waste as much cream in a short time as would pay
for a good machine twice over, besides giving continual trouble and
being ht only for scrap inside of three years.
Thousands of poorly-built, low-grade Farm Engines have been
thrown aside after less than 12 months’ use, a 100% loss on the in¬
vestment.
The Farmer who purchases

LISTER
FARM AND DAIRY MACHINERY
can depend upon a lifetime of efficient service.

LISTER ENGINES & GRINDERS— MELOTTE SEPARATORS
LISTER MILKING MACHINES—LISTER ENSILAGE CUTTERS
LISTER FARM LIGHTING PLANTS

R. A. LISTER & Company (Canada) Limited
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

MONTREAL

EDMONTON

Lister Service and Sales Depot, Guelph
94 Macdonnell Street
111
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BUY YOUR

Oil Cake Meal

A

\TT 1

T“"\

A

HARDWARh,
at BOND’S

The Best Live Stock Food

J.&J. LIVINGSTON
BRAND

for

THE BEST OIL CAKE
FLAX SEED

Convenience,7 Accuracy
J
Economy

PURE LINSEED MEAL
Prompt Shipment
Reasonable Prices

SER VICE

THE DOMINION
LINSEED OIL CO.

i

We have what you Want
Phone 1012

|

Limited
Montreal, Que. St. Boniface, Man.
Head Office and Mill, BADEN, ONT.
Branch Office,
TORONTO

Phone 1012

THE BOND HARDWARE CO.
Limited

ARE SURE IE YOU USE

IfRES O IDIF* N? I
HOW MANY,MANY TIMES YOU NEED SOMETHING
OF THIS KIND, TO KILL LICE ON A COLT OR CALF,
TO TREAT A CASE OF MANGE OR RINGWORM,.TO
WASH OUT A CUT OR A SCRATCH, TO ^DISINFECT
A WOUND OR A RUNNING SORE OR GALL*
HOW OFTEN YOU COULD MAKE GOOD USE OF
A RELIABLE ANTISEPTIC IF YOU ONLY HAD IT.

KEEP KRESO DIP N?l ON HAND^f
YOU WILL FIND IT THE BEST KIND OF
'INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS FROM PARASITES AND DISEASE.

1TtS a real necessity on every farm.
THERE IS ALWAYS GOOD MONEY IN HEALTHY, THRIFTY, WELL KEPT
STOCK. LOUSY, MANGY, DIRTV, NEGLECTED ANIMALS
, ARE A LOSING GAME ANYTIME AND ANYWHERE.
USE A GOOD DIP AND YOU WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE.

BE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KIND
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT JF YOU USE tfRESO DIP NO.Ii
FOR S*L£
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Its all out of this

FREE bode

W

HEN all your farm buildings are of Concrete construction you
will then be farming with less waste and correspondingly greater
profit. Our free book, “What The Farmer Can Do With Con¬
crete,” will show you how to eliminate waste caused by disease among
your stock—will show you how to avoid constant patching and repairing
of buildings—how to eliminate fire risk and protect yourself against
vermin for ever. Take just one Concrete utility—the Feeding Floor.
Some farmers have found that it saves them as much as 30% of the
feed, paying for itself in one season through the feed saved and we:ght
gained by animals. This free book will tell you all you want to know
about Concrete.
Canada Cement can he
secured from over 2,000
dealers in nearly every
city, town and village in
Canada. If you cannot
locate
a
convenient
dealer, write our nearest
Sales Office.

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
1428 Canada Cement Company Building
Phillips Square Montreal
Sales Offices at
Montreal

Toronto

oJend me your* literature
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_
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This is surely the season of promise,—
promise of a bountiful harvest.

It is

v

over into Canada.

That is what it

has accomplished.

When we are told

quite natural to wonder, ‘‘Will we have

by such an authority that we can’t

a good crop this year?”

be beaten, what do we think of our

Have we any control over this crop?

Field Crop Competitions?”

We scatter the dormant seed appar¬

‘‘What have the Field Crop Competi¬

ently throwing away that which might

tions given to us?

be ‘‘sold for much.”

before he got into the Field

It cannot be said

Many a farmer
Crop

of us, “0 ye of little faith”; for who has

Competition, was a little careless.

more faith than the sower of the precious

there was a small weed in the fence

seed?

corner he would not pluck it up.

But faith alone is not enough.

If
But

We must also have a definite purpose

since he entered the Field Crop Com¬

and work hard to attain it.

Cultiva¬

petition—and everyone of you who

tion,

date

has

fertilization,

drainage,

of

entered

into

this

can

endorse

seeding, and the seed itself are all im¬

what I say—it has contributed very

portant

materially

factors,

the

last

most frequently neglected.

being

that

But Cana¬

to

the

advancement

of

agriculture, it has kept your fields

dians are an enterprising people, and

clean and free of weeds.

are doingjnueh to improve the quality

know if you have clean fields, we will

of their seed.

have better seed, and you get better

In this connection it is gratifying to

And you

production, and you have goods in

read sections from the 1921 report of the

your

Agricultural

higher price than an inferior product.”

speaking

Societies.

on

‘‘Have

Jno.
the

Farrell,

possession

that

command

a

Field

Crop

R. H. Abraham, says of the Corn in

Competitions Been Successful,”

says:

Essex Co., which was entered in the

‘‘If there is any one feature more

competition:

than another that has advertised us

‘‘The poorest field last year would

advantageously, not only at home,

have taken the first prize in the first

but afar, it is the products of the field.

competition

You will remember a year ago when

were fields that had not one solitary

the

weed in the whole plot.”

representative

of

the

Fairs

of

Ill inois told us on this platform that

that

I judged.

There

To fail to win a prize in such competi¬

at the Springfield Fair in Illinois—

tions should discourage no one.

one

outside

should remember that their real pur¬

Chicago, that is held in that State—-

pose is to produce better seed in greater

that people repeatedly came into his

quantity. To do even this is well worth

office and said to him: ‘‘Are we going

while, for too often we, who are con¬

to allow Canada to beat us in this

tinually surrounded by college influence,

competition?’

form

of

the

want to.’

greatest

He said:

‘Well,’

that?

‘We don’t

they said,

have accomplished it.’
evidence.

fairs

‘they

There is an

What have we reaped from

the

farmers

habit

use

of

thinking

commercial

We

that all

fertilizers

to

grow registered grain to feed to pure¬
bred stock.

Nor should we become dis¬

I read in the Chicago papers

couraged if we find quite the opposite

that very night, that 25,000 people

to be the case; but should continue to

had left the United States and gone

preach the gospel of better seed.
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The Kingfisher
Charles Lee Barxes

When the summer’s bright and tender sunbeams fill the land with
splendour
In his robes of blue and purple, and his crown of burnished green,
Lone the Kingfisher sits dreaming, with his dark eyes brightly gleaming,
While he peers for chub and minnows in the water’s limped sheen.

And he haunts the river’s edges, oozy flats, and rustling sedges,
Till he sees his prey beneath him in the waters clear and cool;
Then he quickly dashes nearer, and he breaks the polished mirror
That was floating on the surface of the creek or hidden pool.

Where the nodding reeds are growing and the yellow lilies blowing,
In our little boat we slowly glide along the placid stream;
And we know he’s coming after, by the music of his laughter,
And the flashing of his vesture in the sun’s effulgent beam.

Well he knows the alder bushes and the slender, slimy rushes,
And the swamp, and pond, and lakelet, and the ice-cold crystal
spring;
And the brooklet oft he follows through the meadows and the hollows,
Far within the shadowy woodland where the thrush and robin sing.

Oh, he well can flutter proudly, and he well can laugh so loudly,
For he lives within a castle where he never knows a care,
And his realm is on the water, and his wife a monarch’s daughter;
And his title undisputed is on earth or sea or air!

<r? <r T^
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"THE PROFESSION WHICH I HAVE EMBRACED REQUIRES A KNOWLEDGE OF EVERYTHING"
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Bv Cyril Leggatt, ’21
[qp)HE possible activities of a stran¬
ger in
<Lb

finally, like a great nerve-centre, not

Paris are so many* and

itself everywhere, yet influencing every¬

varied that it is very hard to

thing, a magnificent pile of buildings,

know just where

the Sorbonne.

It is the Sorbonne now,

wishes to give the Home-folks an idea

however,

in

of the life of a student in Paris.

The

officially it is ‘TUniversite de Paris.”

the

I shall continue to use the name Sor¬

wonderful
latest

shops

fashions

to start when one

which

display

(more particularly,

of

course, of interest to the ladies!); the
quaint

mind;

bonne.
The Sorbonne

proper—that

is

the

for almost

site of the old Sorbonne, which was

everyone; the numerous interesting mu¬

founded by St. Louis in 1253—is an

seums and art-collections; the splendid

immense square block of white build¬

relics of antiquity; all must be visited;

ings, which have finished building only

and so, forming a part of one’s life here,

within quite recent years.

they must be mentioned in an article

the

of this sort.

But, since this deals prim¬

quite beautiful, but not to be compared,

arily with a student’s life, I suppose it

in my mind, with some of the churches

would

we shall touch on later; while on either

be

an

curiosity

popular

buildings that have grown up on the

hold

and

the

shops,

which

antique

only

attraction

most appropriate

to begin

with the work-aspect.

centre

is

the

Roughly in

Sorbonne church,

side, and built right on to it, are the

The first thing that strikes one,

I

conciergeries, corridors, and class-rooms,

think, is the “atmosphere” that per¬

in which the active work is carried on.

vades

this,

the

“Quartier

student’s quarter.

Latin”

or

These corridors are worth a mention.

Everywhere, queer

Long and lofty, many most beautifully

musty libraries, mostly devoted to some

decorated

special branch of learning such as Law,

branching out on either side of them,

Literature, or Science; everywhere, stu¬

other corridors again, which in their

dents with

turn lead to the class-rooms, amphi¬

their velvet Tam-o-Shan-

with

frescoes,

they

have

tcrs surrounded by bright colored rib¬

theatres, and laboratories.

bons,

all named after some-one who has made

pipes.

and
(I

with

their heavy-looking

particularly

pipes—meerschaum,
to

be

favored.)

notice

with

their

himself famous in the line of work stu¬

faces, *seem

died within the precincts to which they

Everywhere,

again,

lodgings, all catering to students, and
cates,

where

vacant hour.

students

They are

lounge

in

the

The whole quarter seems,

lead.
Not all the work of the University
of Paris however, is done in the Sor¬
bonne proper.

The faculties of medi¬

and in fact is, devoted to the require¬

cine and law, and the Institute Pasteur

ments of those who come to learn.

—institute of micro-biology and bio-

And
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chemistry—at
buildings.

least,

are

in

separate

Little more can I tell of the

reagents, at least in name.
fellow

chemistry

Thus.

option!)

(O

Fehlings’

Sorbonne. however, as my work is not

solution is Fehling’s no longer; it is

there but at the Institute Pasteur.

“solution de Barreswill”!

Of

this, and the work there, I will try to

nection.

give a fairly full description.
The Pasteur Institute lies on either

the

following

In this con¬
peculiarity

is

particularly

noticeable; the beaker

is

rarely seen:

in its place is the “verre

side of the rue Dutot, which branches

a pied"—a conical shaped glass, with

off from the boulevard Pasteur.

a foot as the name denotes,

Out¬

generally

side the building of micro-biology on

used with us by druggists, and for meas¬

the south-east side of the road, is the

uring

famous statue of Jupille, the shepherd,

without the graduations.

struggling with the wolf that bit him,

room is also on this floor.

one of the first patients of the institute.

photographical

solutions,

but

The balance

Upstairs is the beginner's room, char¬

On the other side is the department of

acterized

Bio-chemistry, and it is here that my

students being more or less transitory,

work lies.

there is less time for apparatus to col¬

As one enters through the swinging

by its emptier appearance;

lect, and by the same token, it has a

front doors, the first thing one sees is a

cleaner

bust of Pasteur in the centre of the

being a shocking dust-collector. Twelve

wide hall which extends from one side

large white-topped

tables,

of

shelves

long

the

building

to

the

other.

One

appearance,

along

the

much

apparatus
each

axis,

with
under

cannot pass this bust without a thrill

which is a little gutter for taking the

as it reminds one of the man whose

water

name the institute bears, and whose

fitted with drawers and cupboards un¬

tradition is carried into the laboratory

derneath ;

in which one is working.

board fitted with shelves for chemicals;

Going through

two more glass doors, the

from
a

water-pumps,
tall

etc.,

wardrobe-like

and
cup¬

what may

one or two extras such as tables and a

be called “senior" laboratory, is reached.

blast-lamp; these constitute the furni¬

Here are the private laboratories of the

ture.

professors,

methodically arranged in the cupboard,

the largest and most im¬

portant being that of M.

The chemicals are not exactly

Bartrand,

which is a source of much lost time

who is in charge of all the work in bio¬

when the gargon, who only knows how

chemistry, and the big main laboratory

it is arranged, is not to be found.

where the students working for their

fact, one cannot help noticing, though

“doctorat" are placed.

Probably the

one hates to say so, that arrangements

first thing one notices, is the immense

are not quite the last word in modern¬

jumble of apparatus and, to the eye of

ity and convenience—in which connec¬

a chemist trained in Canada, the un¬

tion the O. A. C. could show them a

familiar style of it.

lot.

This is partly due

In

Yet, in spite of this, results are

to the fact that the French seem to pre¬

obtained, and after all is said that is

fer the type of apparatus which they

what counts; and they are due to the

have evolved, and partly to the fact

wonderful spirit which animates those

that the war has hit them so hard that

who work there.

they are unable to renew extensively
and must make shift with old.

On the same floor is the top tier of

I said

seats of the lecture room, the tiers ex¬

they seem to prefer French apparatus

tending down, the lowest being on the

and the same holds true of methods anc!

ground floor; rather steep according to

THE O. A. C. REVIEW
our

ideas,

the

acoustics

are

re¬

However, the Canadian student in

an

ordinary

conver¬

Paris, true to his training is going to

sational voice being clearly heard in all

take some time for recreation, and cer¬

parts of the room.
The manner in which lectures are

tainly he will never have a chance to be

given is of interest.

The lecture method

to make the most of his sojourn here, lie

pure and simple is used, none but the

must make his excursions systematically.

lecturer’s voice being heard.

If the

The best way to begin I have found, is

lecturer is an ordinary one he delivers

to buy a good, informal guide book,

his lecture alone, but as the “rank,” if

read it through, and note the places that

I may so call it, of the lecturer becomes

interest you, then read the description

higher, he is attended by one or more

carefully just before visiting any par¬

satellites, who more or less reflect his

ticular place.

glory!

of one’s visit is greatly increased.

markably

but

439

good,

Thus, if he is a “Maitre des Con¬

bored while he is in Paris; but if he is

In this way the interest

ferences” he is attended by his prepara-

The first place almost anyone visits

tor, who assists by performing experi¬

is, I think, the cathedral of Notre Dame.

ments, and so on.

If he is the profes-

It is situated on the lie de la Cite, which

sor-in-chief, he is attended by his pre-

is the site of the original town of Lu-

parator to perform

tetia,

experiments,

who

from

which

Paris

has

sprung.

sits perched on a stool on one side, and

Thought to have been founded in the

twiddles his thumbs most of the time,

eighth century by Charlemagne, it was

and by the garron, who attends in order

finished in the thirteenth.

to clean the black-board at intervals,

well versed in architecture, I am afraid

sitting perched on a stool on the other

I am quite unable to give a proper des¬

side, and who, in fact, being very illi¬

cription

terate and quite unable to appreciate a

beautiful, quite the most beautiful, I

word of what is going on, doses off at

think, that I have seen. The outside is

intervals,

very richly decorated with statuary;

falling

only

off

Blondin-like

his

saving
stool

by

balancing

salaries for one lecture!
ways are not our ways!

himself

from

miracles

feats!

of it.

It is,

Not being

however,

very

of

it is literally studded with what look

Three

like gargoyles, and there are rows of

Truly their

every

conceivable

form

of

chimera,

Added to this,

the most notable being “LePenseur.”

the professor-in-chief has a little luxury

This is a horned devil, with his chin in

in the shape of a carafe of water, a tumb¬

his hands, looking out over Paris and

ler, and a few lumps of sugar.

gloating over the sins to which

The

her

lecturers do not wear robes, at least, not

population is supposed to give itself

in Science, but nearly all lectures are

up.

delivered in the conventional frock coat.

pillars stretching far up to the high-

French students are very hard work¬

vaulted roof, and spreading there like

ers.

Inside one has a vision of stately

No provision is made for games

the veins of a vast but delicate leaf.

at any time from that of tender years

The dim light filtering through richly

to the age at which they attend college,

coloured glass, and the faint scent of

nearly all available time being taken up

incense combine to give an intensely

with work.

hallowed atmosphere.

Also there is no social life

I was there on

such as is to be found at the O. A. C.;

New Year’s day, and a boy’s voice,

so I think you must agree that this is

pure and clear as the notes of a flute,

another particular in which we could

was singing “O come All Ye Faithful.'’

“show ’em a thing or two"!

The effect was indescribably beautiful.
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The
one

Pantheon

should

is

another

certainly see.

building

Originally

(within fifty years) it has now become
one of the characteristics of Paris.

It

built as a church, it has been secular¬

stands on the very summit of Mont¬

ized and reconsecrated several times.

martre, a white building surmounted

It is now secular—and absolutely use¬

by cupolas, the whole quite eastern in

less.

appearance.

A vast, cold building, with im¬

There are places in Paris

posing front of Greek style, it stands

from which it can be seen when the

almost

light is right, floating as it were in the

on

the

summit

of

the

high

ground Mont Parnasse (one of the twin

clouds—a lovely sight.

heights of Paris) on the south side of

give a description of the inside, but I

the river.

have not seen it yet.

Inside, it forms a great con¬

trast to Notre Dame.
light

here,

no

No dim religious

scent

of

incense,

no

I wish I could
From the height

itself one can see over a large part of
Paris, and the effect, at night, is very

warmth as of being lived-in; instead, a

striking.

vast emptiness, cold and clammy, the

Sacre Coeur one descends by means

smell and feel of a vault, the whole

of steps and steep, narrow streets, and

rather brightly illumined.

in a few minutes is in the heart of the

There is an

From

the

shadow

of

the

effect, so it seems to me, of bravado in

gayest part of the city.

its apparent secularity.

all the famous cabarets and dancing

In the place

It is here that

where the altar should be stands a piece

halls are found,

of sculpture symbolic of the revolution.

entertainment, such as two very tawdry¬

Yet everywhere

looking exhibitions, the one represent¬

else

the symbols of

religion have been allowed to remain.

and other places of

ing Heaven and the other Hell, where

It is chiefly remarkable for a series

grubbv-looking angels (or devils, as the

of very lovely paintings in oils, but done

case may be) offer you a variety of re¬

so as to give the effect of frescoes,

freshments

representing scenes from the life of St.

famous dancing hall, the Moulin Rouge

Genevieve, the patron saint of Paris,

is here, and advertises itself by a wind¬

to whom it was originally dedicated.

mill outlined in red lights.

What is left of the bones of St. Gene¬

unknown

in

Ontario.

A

Montmartre is properly the artists’

vieve lie in an ornate gilded casket,

quarter,

surrounded by many lighted candles in

them exhibiting their paintings in the

a church close by, that of St. Etienne

streets.

du Mont.

here, but for fashion one must go to the

This pretty little church,

and

at

times

one

may

see

There are some good shops

is particularly remarkable (apart from

Grands Boulevards.

As a matter of

the fact of St. Genevieve’s bones being

fact after hearing so much about Paris

there) for a fine carved wooden pulpit,

fashions, one may be perhaps rather

and for two sculptured spiral staircases

disappointed when one comes to live

in stone, which lead up to a gallery

here.

which runs almost entirely round the
church.

the people are any better dressed here

For it does not strike me that

than in other places.

One certainly

I mentioned that Mont Parnasse is

sees some wonderful clothes displayed

one of the twin heights of Paris, that

in the shops, but rarely anyone wearing

on the south side of the riverl

them.

On the

However, not being a fashion

north side is the other, Montmartre.

specialist exactly, I must, I am afraid,

Here is another cathedral which cer¬

leave

tainly must be mentioned, that of the

and go on to something else!

Sacre

Coeur.

Built

quite

recently

Mac

Hall’s

thirst

unassuaged,

There certainly are the most fascinat-
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ing antique and curiosity shops, and of

be securely locked against the intruder

a number and a variety to suit all peo¬

while the owner is away.

ple and purses. One may buy anything

sees the most miscellaneous assortment

from genuine old tapestries and jewel¬

of goods conceivable,—old second-hand

ry, at an enormous price, to modern re¬

books (some very queer and interesting)

productions

pictures;

of

ancient

and

modern

medals;

wonderful

of

old

coins;

few francs.

tions of swords and pistols; crockery;—

good bargains in pictures and so forth.

plate;

manner

art which are very cleverly done, for a
Also one can pick up very

silver

all

Here one

collec¬

anything small one can want.
A sight of these bookstalls, their con¬

I can hardly do better than close my
article by a description of the quay-side

tents

bookstalls, which are perhaps of the

customers of all types, from the old,

most characteristic things of Paris, and

studying some ponderous tome, to the

which no writer on Paris ever fails to

young in

mention.

second¬

with an occasional velvet-jacketed “ar¬

hand shops, housed in specially made

tist”; the river winding beside; beyond,

boxes, perched on the walls lining the

the vast Louvre, is a sight of the heart

quays.

of

These

They

weather,

are

are

being

quaint

left

there

waterproof,

in

and

all
can

Paris;

inspected

search

of

both,

by

numerous

something

things

that

light,

never

change.

Tk<s Lifc@mftOT<e

M

being

tihm F^aftw®

By Peter McArthur
ANY

explanations

have

been

world’s industries has not been touched

offered of the trend of country

by the true glamour of literature and

people to the cities, but it is

art.

Poets and writers who have dealt

possible that the true source of the

with it have given us creations in dialect,

difficulty has been overlooked.

Stu¬

and artists who have illustrated this

dents of the problem have been too

kind of literature have depicted a race

practical.

of men and women in jeans and ging¬

They

have

discussed

the

difficulty in terms of dollars and cents

ham.

and of hard labour.

calculated

An idealistic ob¬

This is not the kind of thing
to

rouse

the

ambition

of

server with keener insight might lay

country boys and girls.

the blame on our literature and art.

are fair spoken, well dressed and skilled

For some generations compulsory edu¬

in courtly manners.

cation has been scattering the leaven of

develop themselves and to make the

learning in the rural districts, and what

most of their lives they must away to the

are we offering the new army of readers

cities where the things that literature

and seekers for culture?

We are offer¬

and art glorify may be found or ac¬

ing them history, romance and poetry in
which war, statecraft, social eminence,

complished.
You cannot expect young men of

artistic, poetic and professional ability

spirit to take to farming until it has

yield to heroic souls ample harvests of

been idealized.

success, fame and, perhaps, content.

tion of public taste they can only hope

Agriculture, the most essential of the

Their heroes

They feel that to

In the present condi¬

to figure in literature as stupid and
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sometimes amusing drudges, and in art

the possibilities of leisure and ease in

as raw-boned monstrosities with whis¬

connection with farm life when he said,

kers in their ears.

They dream of mili¬

“Xo man need earn his bread in the

tary uniforms, places on boards of direc¬

sweat of his brow unless he sweats more

tors. and well dressed triumphs of all

easily than I do."

kinds that are adequately applauded by

If the farmers learn to get leisure and

beautiful women dressed in the latest

use it the old order will change, and

fashion.

art

instead of a new heaven and a new

It

earth we shall have a new earth and a

All

our

literature

and

tend to foster these foolish dreams.

is vain for philosophers to preach the

new heaven.

advantages of the simple life and for

the earth.

editors to preach the great duty of

for homes and well-rounded lives, in¬

producing

Duty,

stead of for money, a new race of ar¬

“the stern daughter of the voice of

tists and writers will spring from the

God." is not popular with the young.

soil and give us the much-needed liter¬

They want life and action and joyous¬

ature and art of democracy.

ness. because literature and art have

give the romantic glamor to country

taught them that these are the things

life, and culture, instead of being hand¬

most to be desired, and they hurry to

ed down from the heights, will be hand¬

the cities to find them.

ed up, or rather we shall have to go back

the

world’s

food.

The art of living has not yet pene¬

The change will begin on

When farmers learn to work

to the soil to get it.

They will

Most of the free

trated to the country, and you need

and equal citizens of the country are

not expect it to make progress until we

born on the land, and it is probable in

have that new race of poets and writers

the near future all the people on the

and artists which Whitman foresaw, but

land will be well educated.

of which he was not the protagonist.

When that time comes we shall have

He sang the glories of work—but did

a new literature, art and poetry, and

not work much.

the world will be given new ideals,

Thoreau with all his

cantankerousness
new literature.

came

nearer to the

His farming was done

to supply his own needs, and he foresaw

In¬

stead of the age of poetry being past, it
is merely beginning to dawn.
—From

“In Pasture's Green."
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TK<b Domimomi Frasft Biraimdk
By C. W. Baxter, Former Commissioner.

IqplHIS Branch was created to pro¬

fined to apples but, as the advantages

vide for the enforcement of the

of the inspection service became ap¬

Frait

was

parent, growers, shippers and dealers

passed in 1901 for the purpose of reme¬

urged upon the Department the neces¬

dying

the Canadian

sity for extending it to include all com¬

Apple Industry—evils which threatened

mercial fruits and, during the past two

the existence of the export trade.

Pre¬

or three years certain vegetables (pota¬

vious to the passing of the Act, over¬

toes and onions) have also received at¬

facing was the practice of the day and

tention.

Marks

certain

evils

Act,
in

which

no reliance could be placed on the grade

In May, 1918, by an amendment to
the Inspection and Sale Act, optional
potato grades were adopted, but the
trade felt that these did not go far
enough

and

numerous

requests were

received for the establishment of com¬
pulsory grading rules for both potatoes
and onions.

For the purpose of arriv¬

ing at the wishes of those directly in¬
terested in these industries, a confer¬
ence was held in Ottawa in February,
1920, under the auspices of the Fruit
Branch.

Official delegates, about thirty

in all, were appointed from the various
provinces to represent growers, ship¬
pers and dealers, and representatives of
the consumers and retailers were also
present.

In

addition

the

Provincial

Departments were invited to send rep¬
resentatives to act in an advisory capa¬
city.

C. W. BAXTER

At this meeting resolutions were

passed asking that legislation be enacted
marks as these varied with the season

providing for the compulsory grading of

and according to the judgment of the

potatoes and onions, and the conference

individual

also recommended certain designations

packer—as

many

as

ten

X’s appearing on some barrels.

of grades, together with definition for

The Act has been amended from time

same.

Other matters that were dis¬

to time and its principal provisions now

cussed and in regard to which resolu¬

prescribe

fruit

tions were passed were the marking or

packed for sale shall be marked, certain

branding of the containers, the standar¬

standards for grading,

penalty for

dization of containers and the unit of

over-facing and standard packages for

weight in the sale of potatoes, onions

practically

or other root vegetables.

the

all

manner in

truits

cially in Canada.

a

which

grown

commer¬

In so far as

The enforcement of

the latter point is concerned, the con¬

the Act as originally passed was con¬

ference was unanimous in recommend-
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ing that the present law be amended

marked by the Inspector, but dealers

and

be

have demonstrated their willingness to

Legis¬

purchase cars on the strength of these

that the unit of one pound

adopted as the basis of all sales.

lation to meet the wishes of the confer¬

reports.

ence has been prepared, but has not yet

larly noticeable in the case of long dis¬

received

tance shipments,
Prairie markets.

ment.

the

consideration

of

Parlia¬

It is understood, however, that

the Bill will be brought down at an
early date during the next Session.

particularly

to

the

Special efforts are made to assist in
the

In the early days of the inspection

The value of this is particu¬

settlement

of

disputes

shippers and dealers.

between

In the past losses

service the work was done almost en¬

and waste of fruit and vegetables have

tirely at the ports of export and in the

occurred frequently through consignees

larger consuming centres, but it

refusing to accept cars.

soon

To facilitate

became apparent that the greatest bene¬

prompt delivery, insure fairness to con¬

fit could be secured by correcting errors

signee and shipper and avoid unneces¬

in grading and packing at the shipping

sary waste, the inspectors are author¬

point.

ized to make inspections

The difficulty was the small

of

rejected

staff appointed for this work, but gradu¬

cars or shipments upon request of either

ally a sufficient number of Inspectors

shipper or consignee, sending copies of

were appointed to permit of trying out

their reports showing the exact condi¬

a system of inspection at point of ship¬

tion of the goods to the applicant.

ment, and this has now been in opera¬
tion for some seven years.

In addition to the actual work of in¬

Practically

spection, the Inspectors do a great deal

the whole staff of some sixty Inspectors

of educational work all of which tends

now work among the growers and pack¬

toward better cultural methods and im¬

ers in the producing districts not only

proved

inspecting the fruit after it is packed,

and

but giving instructions in the proper

Branch co-operates directly with the

methods of picking, packing, grading

Provincial Departments of Agriculture,

and shipping.

Instead of waiting to

officers being loaned on many occasions

detect false packing or improper grad¬

to conduct packing schools or assist at

ing after the fruit has reached the mar¬

short courses at the Agricultural Col¬

ket, the Inspectors devote their atten¬

leges.

tion to preventing the evil, thus pro¬

practically all his time to giving in¬

tecting

structions in barrel and box packing.

the

grower

from

commercial

and financial trouble when marketing

methods

marketing.

in
In

packing,
this

grading

work

the

In addition one officer devotes

The standardization of packages has

his fruit and, in addition, protecting the

also

consumer and establishing greater con¬

amendments of 1918 to the Inspection

fidence in the trade.

and Sale Act all fruit packages in com¬

During the past few years officers

received

attention

and

in

the

mon use are standardized.

of this Branch have been authorized

The Inspectors in the field, as well as

to give any shipper desiring it, a copy

the head office, are able to give authorit¬

of

fruit,

ative advice with respect to the varieties,

which is often attached to the bill of

packages and methods of packing most

lading by request of the consignee. This

popular in the various marketing cen¬

report does not vouch for the contents

tres, both at home and in competing

of the car, but for those packages only

countries.

that have been actually inspected and

formation as to when certain fruits or

the

report

referring

to

his

Dealers can also secure in¬
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certain varieties may be best obtained

bers of the staff from Halifax to Vic¬

at any time or season.

toria, includes cabled information with

Lists of growers

and dealers in any particular section are

respect to the British markets.

furnished as required.

Correspondence

issued from the middle of August until

with growers, packers and shippers is

the close of the apple shipping season,

invited with respect to anything per¬
taining to the commercial fruit and veg¬

and is published simultaneously at
Vancouver, Winnipeg, Ottawa and Mid¬

etable industry.
For inspection purposes the country

dleton, N. S., in order to secure prompt
local distribution.

is divided into five districts with an

The publication of these reports con¬

Inspector in charge of each, as follows:

taining authentic information relative

1. Maritime Provinces, G. H. Yroom,

to the movement of fruit and vegetables,

Middleton, N. S.

market prices, etc., has a tendency to

2. Quebec and Eastern Ontario, R. E.
Robinson, Montreal, P. Q.

secure

Grimsby, Ont.

equal

distribution

of

pers thoroughly advised as to the prices

Provinces,

F.

H.

Steele,

received in the various markets.
In the Spring of 1917 an officer was

5. British Columbia, R. G. L. Clarke,
Vancouver, B. C.
District

more

of gluts and keeping growers and ship¬

Winnipeg, Man.

The

a

these products, minimizing the danger

3. Western Ontario, J. R. Hastings,
4. Prairie

It is

appointed

to

deal

particularly

with

transportation problems as, owing to
Inspector is in

close

the perishable nature of fruit, it would

touch with the local Inspectors through¬

be

out his

district

prompt attention

and

disastrous

to

encourage

develop¬

is

able to give

ment and overlook the necessity for

to all

requests for

maintaining

the

best

possible

trans¬

assistance in connection with any phase

portation service.

of commercial fruit growing and mar¬

tion in marketing requires co-operative

keting.

practices between thg carriers and the

During the past twelve or thirteen

producers.

Successful co-opera¬

The Fruit Branch through

years, the Branch has issued monthly

its transportation work endeavours to

Fruit C rop Reports during the growing

promote

season

showing the condition of the

tween producers, shippers, consignees

various fruit crops in Canada and in

and carriers, to receive complaints of

competing countries.

shippers, investigate and negotiate these

Commencing in

a

better

understanding

be¬

the

with the carriers and, in brief, to per¬

“Fruit and Vegetable Crop Report,”

fect as nearly as possible a system of

in order to accede to numerous requests

efficient, economical distribution of the

from growers and dealers who asked

fruit and vegetable crops.

that

crop

it has been possible to bring about im¬

estimates and market information in

portant changes in the freight and ex¬

regard to potatoes and onions as well

press classifications as well as obtain

as all varieties of fruits.

favorable consideration from the Steam¬

1919

this

the

report

report

was

should

issued

as

include

The report is published from June
until October and is sent to a mailing
list of about 9,000 names.
semi-weekly
tem

was

telegraphic

inaugurated.

In 1914 a

ship Companies for export shipments.
Assistance is given shippers in every
possible way in securing equipment, and

sys¬

bulletins are issued from time to time

report,

acquainting shippers with tariff privi¬

market
This

In this way,

compiled from telegrams sent by mem¬

leges and changes.

The extension of
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more favorable rates to undeveloped

Edward Island in the marketing of the
potato crop.

territories in Canada and the United

During the summer of 1920 in British

States.
The past three or four years during

Columbia the Fruit Branch co-operated
with the Dairy and Cold Storage Branch

the heavy movement of the apple crop

in conducting a number of experimental

a special transportation officer has been

shipments with

located at Kentville, N. S., to collect

fruits and vegetables for the purpose of

and

testing the carrying qualities of the dif¬

markets

is

encouraged

disseminate

by

obtaining

information

relating

different varieties

of

to tariffs, routings, car supplies, ocean

ferent types of refrigerator cars.

space, etc.

lar work will be done in Ontario this
year.

done in

Similar work has been

New

Brunswick and

Editor’s Note:—Mr.

Prince

Simi¬

Baxter is now General Manager of the Niagara Peninsula
Growers, Limited.

CQXQ

By Prof. F. N. Marcellus
RE we producing too many eggs?

industry, and the increase in production

Is the poultry industry in Canada

which will logically follow, the question

going to receive a set-back and

arises, are our home and export markets

the

capable of readily absorbing all sup¬

suffer

demoralizing

effects

of

a

plies?
With respect to our export trade, our
chief market is Great Britain.

With

the readjustment of the economic con¬
ditions in Europe, and the exchange sit¬
uation, the value of our chief customer
is very uncertain.

There is no doubt

that the ease with which a country can
become re-established in poultry will
enable many of the countries of Europe,
which were heavy exporters of eggs be¬
fore the war, to resume their former
position in this respect; and with the
exchange situation in their favor, even
with inferior quality, successfully com¬
pete with us for Great Britain’s trade.
It is true that in the past we have ex¬

PROF. F. N. MARCELLUS

ported to the United States quantities
greatly over-stocked market?

Such a

of eggs.

At the present time our im¬

situation is not impossible in the near

ports from the States will balance our

future.

exports to them.

With the marked increase in

the interest developing in the poultry

The position of our

export trade with our neighbors, to the
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south is becoming less satisfactory, ow¬

consumer it might appear that we low¬

ing to the marked increase in their tariff

ered the price at one season to get him

and it would appear that the shipment

to consume eggs and at another season

of Canadian eggs to the United States

in the same year tried to see how much

would become a minus quantity.

he

would

stand.

Another

difficulty

The importation of Chinese eggs into

which must be overcome is the disposal

Canada, which has increased enormous¬

of the great volume of lower grade eggs.

ly during the past year or two, is tend¬

We have no occasion to worry over the

ing to further aggravate conditions in

supply of ‘specials’ or ‘extras,’ but the

the Canadian trade.

Public sentiment

No. l’s and No. 2’s, especially the lat¬

recently has become very strong against

ter, are liable at certain seasons to clog

the use of the Chinese eggs and only the

the market.

future will determine whether public

more marked in some sections of the

feeling and the proposed restrictive im¬

Dominion than in others.

port legislation of Canada will relieve

tricts which are thinly settled, where

the pressure on our market from this

the majority of the farmers are some

source.
Our home market must ever remain

distance from the market centres and

our chief outlet for our eggs. It is the

vents frequent and careful marketing of

one factor which will help stabilize the

their eggs, there is bound to be a large

poultry business in this country, and

percentage of the lower grade of eggs.

This latter condition is
In those dis¬

the nature of their farm activities pre¬

the stability of the business will depend

In taking a general survey of the pro¬

upon how well our home market is de¬

duction end of the business as it effects

veloped.

It is no doubt true that the

the market, it would appear that the

Canadian people could be educated to

weakness of the present situation lies

eat more eggs than they are consuming

in too small a volume of eggs to make

at the present time, and with marked

frequent commercial collection econo¬

beneficial effect upon the nation.

mical, and frequent collection is essen¬

Mc¬

Collum in his ‘‘Newer Knowledge of

tial to maintain quality.

Nutrition” very forcefully points out

ing the. spring and summer months,

the value of eggs in respect to their

when the greatest loss is likely to occur

importance in the diet of the growing

in lowering of quality, the farmer is too

child and the individual suffering from

busily engaged in seeding and harvest¬

lack of proper nourishment.

ing to attend to the frequent marketing

It is one

Further, dur¬

of the best of our protective foods and,

of his eggs.

besides, there is its great value in the

which he has it*would hardly be econo¬

diet of invalids.

mical for him to do so, considering the

The multiplicity of

With the quantity of eggs

forms in which the egg can be served

importance of his other work.

as an appetizing dish on the table, and

to the difficulty, production at this sea¬

its general use in pastry and confections,

son is in excess of the demand for im¬

presents market possibilities enjoyed by

mediate consumption and the surplus

few commodities.

has to be taken off the market to pre¬

It is true there are some difficulties
to be overcome in creating an extensive

To add

vent demoralization.
Our

cold-storage

warehouses

have

The supply is

done much to relieve the situation by

not evenly distributed throughout the

taking the surplus eggs from the market

year, with the result that prices go from

in the spring and holding the stock until

one extreme to the other, and to the

there was a scarcity, notably in the fall,

home market in eggs.
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and then selling.

Naturally, their in¬

ing the eggs in storage, so that the con¬

terest in the business is personal and

sumer is not compelled to use an egg of

there is no doubt that in the past their

inferior quality, thereby destroying his

actions have not been altogether in the

desire for eggs, or compelling him to pay

best interests of the poultry business.

a higher price in order to cover the

It is also true that through inefficient

storage loss from bad eggs.

cold-storage

large

quantities

of

eggs

The education of the consumer to the

which should have reached the consum¬

value of eggs as food is of equal import¬

er in good wholesome condition were of

ance to production and marketing of

rather doubtful quality when they left

eggs of first quality at a reasonable

the storage.

price.

This latter situation and

It is undoubtedly true that if you

the frequently reported large profits of

give him an article of first-class quality

the cold-storage plants have tended to

at a reascnable price he will buy.

create feelings of distrust and suspicion

public, however, will not buy as exten¬

in the minds of both producers and con¬

sively of eggs or any other commodity

sumers, to the general injury of the

as they otherwise would if the import¬

egg trade.
It would appear from the foregoing

ance and value of the article to them is

that in order to save the situation and

can only be done by efficient advertis¬

place on a sound, stable basis, a business

ing and the power of such advertising is

which is now proven to be one of our

phenomenal.

most profitable lines of agricultural pro¬

the results of the advertising of the

duction. besides being of national im¬

citrous

portance, there is need of more than a

walnut growers of the Pacific Coast in

purely personal interest on the part of

this connection.

those interested.

The farmer must give

and are possible in the case of these

closer attention to the handling of his

products, what must be the latent possi¬

eggs in order to maintain that quality

bilities in a similar campaign in connec¬

of content which is present in the new

tion with a product of such national

laid egg.

importance as eggs?

He must give that attention

not kept constantly before them.

fruit

The

This

We have only to consider
growers,

the

raisin

and

If such results were

True it is that in

to the breeding, feeding, culling and

eggs we have a more perishable pro¬

housing of his birds which will enable

duct and one whose production is more

him to secure a higher individual, and

generally

therefore more economical, production

country, but even these facts do not

and a production which is more evenly

offer unsurmountable difficulties.

distributed throughout the year.

desire must be created and the quality

distributed

throughout

the
The

The co-operation of the egg dealer

of product maintained to supply that

and cold storage man is absolutely es¬

desire, or as once stated ‘‘if it had not

sential in this work.

been for an egg which

He must look at

I ate several

the business from its national aspect

years ago, I would have eaten several

and not purely from a personal or group

hundred dozen since which I did not

viewpoint.

eat.”

Paying

for

quality

and

There is no doubt that with'a

making a difference in price between

product of quality, and a steady uni¬

the grades of eggs which is sufficient to

form supply at a moderate price, our

penalize those of inferior quality and

home market could be developed to the

force their consumption at home.

point of consuming double the quantity

He

must see that his cold-storage plant will

of

efficiently maintain quality while hold¬

ent.

eggs

which it consumes

at

pres¬
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A New and Interesting Branch of Horticulture,
By J. A. Neilson, B.S.A., Dept, of Horticulture, 0. A. C.

Gn ^HE
sLb

conservation

and

improve¬

and in Canada there is a growing inter¬

ment of our native nut trees and

est in this useful but much neglected

the introduction of suitable varie¬

phase of horticulture.

The Northern

ties from foreign lands has not occupied

Nut Growers’ Association, an organi¬

a prominent place in Horticultural ac¬

zation formed quite recently, is trying

tivities until just recently, except in

to interest the public in the planting

the

and improvement of the best types of

Southern

and

Western

United

States, where a great deal of interest

native and introduced nut trees.

At

the instigation of members of this or¬
ganization the State of Michigan has
undertaken an extensive programme of
nut tree planting along the State high¬
ways and in other Northern States good
work has also been done to encourage
people to plant more and better nut
trees.
In Ontario comparatively little has
been done to improve and plant our
valuable nut trees and unless something
is done to interest the public in this
movement we will lose a golden oppor¬
tunity- to save for ourselves and pos¬
terity the remnant of the fine nut trees
which

formerly

grew

so

abundantly

in some parts of this province.

Realiz¬

ing that some action should be taken

J. A. NEILSON

an attempt was made during the spring
has been shown during the past twenty

of 1921 to interest the public in the

years in this phase of horticulture.

possibilities of nut culture.

In

the Southern States, Pecans are being

asking

grown to a large extent

and in the

was prepared and sent to officers of

Pacific

English

Horticultural

Coast

States

the

or

for

information

on

A letter
nut

and Agricultural

trees
Socie¬

Persian Walnut is widely cultivated.

ties, agricultural representatives, agri¬

As a result of this development millions

cultural and daily newspapers, school

of pounds of walnuts and pecans are

inspectors and other interested parties.

produced annually in the United States.

Numerous replies were received and as

The interest in nut culture or the

a result a great deal of information on

possibilities of nut culture are fortun¬

the occurrence and distribution of na¬

ately

tive and introduced nut trees in Ontario
is now on record.

not

confined

South or West.

to

the

American

In the Northern States
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Description and Geographical Dis¬
tribution of Nut Trees in Ontario
The chief native nut trees are the
Black Walnut, the Butternut or White
Walnut, the Hickory, of which there
are

four

species—the

Chestnut,

Beechnut and the Hazelnut.

the

Of intro¬

duced nut trees there are the Persian,
Japanese

and

Chinese Walnuts,

the

European, Japanese and Chinese Chest¬
nuts, the Pecan and the European Fil¬
bert.
The Black Wain ut (Juglans nigra)
The black walnut is one of our finest
native nut trees and is found growing
naturally along the north shore of Lake
Erie

and

Lake

Lake St. Clair.

Ontario

and

around

It has been planted in

many other parts of Ontario and does
well where protected from cold winds.
The tree grows to a large size, often
attaining a height of 90 feet and a
trunk diameter of 5 feet.
in

the

open

symmetrical
rounded

it

When grown

makes

tree,

a

having

crown with

beautiful
a

large

drooping

lower

branches.
Trees which produce superior nuts
have been located and are now being

diameter of three feet.
alone

When growing

the trunk divides into several

large branches which spread forming a
triangular shaped outline.
The tree varies greatly in produc¬
tiveness.

Some trees produce up to

twenty bushels of nuts while others
yield rather lightly.
The Shagkark Hickory (Carya ovata)

This species is the only one of value
for the production of nuts. It occurs
from south-Avestern Quebec to southAvestern Ontario and is found-chiefly
along the St. LaAvrence RAer and the
Great Lakes. It reaches a height of 50
to 90 feet and a trunk diameter of one
to three feet.
In the open this tree
forms a feAA* short, heaAw limbs. A\diich
form an outline resembling an imcrted
cone. The bark is rough and shaggy
and peels off in long strips AA’hich curl
up at the ends. The husk surrounding
the nut is very thick and is composed of
four sections. The nut has a hard, thin
shell AA'ith a SAveet kernel and is highly
esteemed by many people.
The Chestnut (Castanea dentata)

sometimes

This tree is found grotving naturally
on sandy ridges in that part of Ontario
extending from Toronto to Sarnia and
southAA'ard to Lake Erie. It has been
planted outside of its natural range and
is doing fairly AA'ell. At the Central
Experimental Farm, OttaAA'a, there is a
fair sized tree and near NeAvcastle there
are a feAA' fine specimens.
It groAA's to a large size, sometimes
reaching a height of one hundred feet
and a diameter of five feet at the base.
When groAAm in the open it forms seA'eral
heavy branches and makes a broad
rounded croAAm, but AA'hen groAvn in a
dense stand it makes a tall, straight
tree.

attains a height of 60 feet and a trunk

The natAe chestnut is subject to a

propagated extensively.

The Thomas,

Ohio, Ten Eysk and Stabler are some
of the best cultivated varieties.

The

latter variety produces a nut which
generally has one lobe and when crack¬
ed the kernel often comes out entire.
Butternut (Ju glans cinerea)
The butternut is much hardier than
the Black Walnut and has a wider dis¬
tribution in Ontario.

It is found from

Ottawa to North Bay and southward
to the Great Lakes and the St. Law¬
rence.

It will grow on a variety of

soils but succeeds best on a rich, welldrained

loam.

The

tree
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fatal disease called Chestnut Bark dis¬

occur

ease.

forms—Juglans

This disease is not known to oc¬

cur in Ontario, but there is no assurance

in
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America

in

three

different

cordiformis;

Juglans

Sieboldiana; Juglans mandschurica.

that it will not appear and, therefore,
the planting of this tree is attended
with some risk.

Juglans Cordiformis
This species is cultivated extensively

The English or Persian Walnut
(Juglans regia)

in Japan and is the most valuable one
for Ontario.

The tree is very beautiful,

The English walnut, or the Persian

comes into bearing early, bears heavily,

walnut, as it should be called, is found

grows rapidly and is reported to live to

growing in the Niagara District and to

a great age.

a lesser extent in the Lake Erie Coun¬

hardy as the Black walnut and ought

ties.

to do well wherever the native walnut

It is stated on good authority that

It is believed to be as

there are about 100 of these trees grow¬

grows satisfactorily.

ing in the fruit belt between Hamilton

tinctly heart shaped, have a thin shell,

and Niagara Falls.

crack easily and contain a large kernel

There are several

The nuts are dis¬

quite large trees in the vicinity of St.

of good quality.

Catharines,

good

the kernel can often be removed entire

crops of nuts, one of which produced

from the shell with a light tap from a
hammer.

which

have

borne

nuts of sufficient merit to be included

In the best varieties

in the list of desirable nuts prepared by

Juglans Sieboldiana

C. A. Reed, Nut Culturist of the United
States Department of Agriculture. This
variety has been named the “Ontario”
and is now being propagated, experi¬
mentally, in the United States.

In the

vicinity of St. Davids, on the farm of
Mr. Jas. Woodruff, there is a fine Eng¬
lish walnut tree which produced ten
bushels of shelled

nuts in one season.

This tree is one of the largest of its
kind in Ontario.

It is about sixty feet

tall, has a trunk diameter of three feet
at one foot above the ground and a
spread of branches equal to its height.
The English walnut is not as hardy
as the Black walnut and is adapted
only to those sections where the peach
can be grown successfully.

At present

this tree cannot be recommended for
any part of Ontario except the Niagara
District and the Lake Erie Counties
and even in these areas it should not
be planted unless it has been grafted or
budded on the hardier Black walnut.
Japanese Walnuts
The Japanese Walnut is known to

This type was first introduced into
the United States about 1860 by a Mr.
Towerhouse in Shasta
fornia.

County,

Cali¬

Since then it has been widely

distributed and is now found in many
parts of the United States and Canada.
It is much the same in appearance as
the one first described and grows just
as rapidly and bears just as early but
does not produce so valuable a nut.
The nut has a smooth shell of medium
thickness with a kernel of good quality.
It does not crack easily and the kernel
cannot be taken out entire, therefore,
is not so desirable as the cordiformis
type.

In rapidity of growth the Ja¬

panese walnut is only excelled by the
Willows and Poplars.

In the vicinity

of Grimsby there is a tree eight years of
age which is about 25 feet high and has
a trunk diameter of seven inches at the
base.

It began to bear nuts in the

third year and in the sixth year pro¬
duced one bushel.

The leaves are very

large and of a beautiful shade of green.
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Juglans Mandschurica

the Arnold Arboretum.

The general growth characteristics of

The Japanese

chestnut is also quite hardy but is sus¬

these species are somewhat similar to

ceptible to chestnut bark disease.

the other two types but the nut, how¬

few Japanese chestnut trees are growing

ever, is quite different being somewhat

near

like a butternut.

some good crops.

Because of this it is

Fonthill,

Ont.,

and

have borne

The tree is a small,

sometimes called the Japanese butter¬

spreading

nut.

fairly early and bears quite heavily.

It is the least desirable of the

Japanese

group

and

should

not

A

grower, comes into bearing

be
Why

planted except where the cordiformis

Nut

Trees

Should

Be

Planted

type will not grow.
Chinese Walnuts (Juglans regia
sinensis)

Most people who are interested in the
welfare of the country realize that trees

The Chinese walnut is being grown

generally should be planted in much

experimentally in the northern part of

greater numbers and some believe that

the United States and has been tried at

it would be desirable to plant trees that

only one* place in Canada, e.g., in the

serve a three-fold purpose of food, shel¬

grounds of G.

ter and beauty.

Ont.
Arnold

H.

Corsan,

Islington,

The tree is fairly hardy at the
Aboretum,

Jamaica

Nut trees yield a valuable food, pro¬

Plains,

vide shelter and beautify the landscape,

Mass., and should be sufficiently hardy

and thus combine beauty with utility.

for Southern Ontario.

It is believed

Large quantities of nuts are imported

that the Chinese walnut will prove to

into Ontario every year from foreign

be hardier than the English walnut and

countries

it may have an important place amongst

money has to be sent out of the country.

nut trees in the northern part of the

It is believed that a portion of this de¬

United States and in Southern Canada.

mand for nuts could be met by growing

The nuts are very large and have a

a greater number of the best types of

shell which is thicker than the English

native and introduced species.

walnut, but not nearly so thick or hard
as the native Black walnut.

The kernel
Nuts

of this species have been planted at the
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph,
and at the Experiment Station, Vineland, and it is expected that trees from
these plantings will produce nuts which
will be as good as the Persian walnut
and probably hardier.

a

great

deal

of

Advantage
1.

As Roadside and Street Trees

—Where the soil and the site are suit¬
able, nut trees should form a part of
the scheme of beautifying our highways
and streets by tree planting.

2.

Trees for the Home Grounds

—The grounds surrounding many of
our homes, both rural and urban, would
be

Exotic Species of Chestnuts

which

Where Nut Trees Might Be Used to

generally has a fine flavor, being almost
as good as the English walnut.

for

more

beautiful

and

productive if

planted with some of the best types of

Inasmuch as very few of the Chinese,

native and exotic nut trees.

been planted in Ontario very little can

3. Steep Hillsides or Other
Places—Areas not easily or profitably

be said regarding their behaviour.

Dr.

cultivated could be very well devoted

Sargeant reports the Chinese chestnut

to nut trees provided the soil was suit¬

(Castanea Mollisima) as being hardy at

able.

Japanese, and European chestnuts have
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4. As Park Trees—City and Ru¬
ral Parks should certainly have a collec¬
tion of native nut trees and likewise
some of the hardiest and best exotic
species.
5. As a Commercial Venture—
in the warmest part of the province it
might pay to establish on a small scale,
commercial plantations of the best
varieties of Black walnut, Japanese
walnuts, Hickories and blight resistant
Chestnuts.
Kind of Nut Trees to Plant
Nut trees, like fruit trees, are difficult
to grow true to type from seed and
hence have to be propagated by bud¬
ding or grafting. While it is quite true
that one may get a very good tree by
planting nuts from a desirable tree it is
also true that a considerable propor¬
tion of the trees so produced will not be
any better or as good as their parent.
Because of this uncertainty it is much
better to plant budded or grafted trees
of superior named varieties.
Inasmuch as nut growing is a com¬
paratively recent development our On¬
tario Nurserymen have not devoted
much attention to the propagation of
named varieties of nut trees. There is
some interest being shown at present
however, and it is hoped that before
long there will be a fair supply of the
best varieties of native and foreign nut
trees available in Ontario. In the mean¬
time those who desire to secure named
varieties of nut trees will have to place
their orders with nut nurserymen in the
United States.
Should the prospective nut culturist
not be able to obtain at a moderate
figure budded or grafted stock of im¬
proved varieties of nuts then, of course,
the only thing to do is to grow seedling
trees.
As previously stated some of
these may produce very good nuts.
If
superior trees are found in any lot

453

grown from seed or if an exceptionally
fine native tree is known to exist such
trees are useful as a source of scions for
improving other trees which are not so
desirable. It is a fact though not gen¬
erally known that nut trees may be top
grafted like fruit trees. This task is not
as easy to accomplish as is the case in
fruit trees, but if the proper methods
are followed very good results may be
obtained.
In a future issue of this
magazine we hope to write an article on
top-working nut trees by budding and
grafting.
How to Plant Nut Trees
Nut trees are rather difficult to trans¬
plant and, therefore, it is necessary to
handle these trees carefully to get the
best results. The roots should be kept
moist and protected against the sun
and wind. Wet sacking or moss, or sim¬
ilar material, makes an effective pro¬
tection and should be applied immedi¬
ately after the trees are dug or received
from the nursery. This point cannot be
stressed too much as the tiny feeding
rootlets will dry out and die if exposed
to the sun for only a few minutes. The
hole for setting the tree in should be a
few inches wider and deeper than the
greatest diameter of the root system.
In digging the hole the richer surlace
soil should be put to one side in a sep¬
arate pile and the sub-soil in another
heap.
When ready to plant take a
shovelful of surface soil and make a small
mound in the bottom of the hole, set
the tree on this mound and put in
enough soil to cover the lower roots.
Pack this soil very firmly wit'h a stick
with a rounded end, taking care not to
bruise the roots. When this has been
done put in more soil and pack again,
and continue until the hole is almost
filled. A loose mulch of soil about two
inches deep should be left at the sur¬
face. It is very important to have the
soil firmly packed about the roots as
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many failures are due to loosely placing

better on soil that is well supplied with

the soil around the roots.

plant food.

Trees should

For this purpose stable

not be planted when the soil is very wet.

manure, leaf mould, or anything that

Raw ground bone mixed with the soil

furnishes humus is valuable.

about the roots is said to be beneficial.

terials should be applied to the ground

If the soil is dry the trees should be wa¬

and incorporated into the soil by dig¬

tered

ging in with a fork or spade.

shortly

enough

after

moisture

is

planting,
not

and

supplied

if

Such ma¬

Weeds or

by

grass of any kind should not be allowed

rains it will be necessary to water a few

to grow close to the trees as they will

times during the growing season.

watering it is a good practice to make a

rob the tree of the food and moisture
required for growth.

slight depression a foot or so from the

Spacing the Trees

When

trunk and put the water in this depres¬

Large growing trees like the Black

sion where it can soak in gradually to

walnut or Hickory should not be plant¬

the roots and not run off on the surface.

ed closer than 60 feet apart, but smaller

Initial Pruning

trees such as the Japanese walnuts may

Nut trees should be cut back from

be planted at 50 feet each way.

The

one-third to one-half at time of plant¬

cultivated Chinese and European chest¬

ing.

nuts do not generally grow to a large

This will help to restore the bal¬

ance between the roots and top, and

size

induces

about 35 feet apart.

growth.

a

stronger

and

more

rapid

If not cut back as suggested

and,

therefore,

Note—The

may

Department

be
of

planted
Horti¬

above, the tree will take much longer

culture would like to receive informa¬

to get established and, in some cases,

tion on the occurrence and distribution

it may die.

of all kinds of native and introduced nut

Care After Planting
W hile nut trees will grow on com¬
paratively poor soil, they will do much

trees growing in Ontario, particularly
those which yield large crops of thin
shelled, high quality nuts.

Courtesy of Farmer's Advocate
WEE DONALD—Grard Charrpion Clyde sda'e Stallion at Chicago for C. A. Weaver, Regina, Sesk.
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IinisttiiMt®
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By A Reader
k"| pJO

fully

appreciate

SiriWilliam

(1) food, (2) protection for the young,

Macdonald’s gift of Macdonald

and (3) continuation of the lessons of

Institute

experience, or as otherwise expressed,

and

Macdonald

Hall

to the Ontario Agricultural College it

they believed

will be interesting to consider the Mac¬

occupations were (and are at present

donald Movement.

time) farming, home-making and teach¬

Sir William Macdonald was born on
Prince Edward Island.

ing.

the three fundamental

Working in

harmony with

Sir

He left home

William Macdonald and aided by the

at an early age to make his way in the

funds of this manufacturer, Dr. Robert¬

world.

son introduced a system which co-re-

For a time he was employed in

New York and then he turned to Mon¬
treal and became interested in the man¬
ufacture of tobacco.

lated education with agriculture.
“The home has been called the work¬

It is said that the

shop for the making of men,” therefore

conditions existing in the United States

an education which will create a greater

at the time of the civil war greatly fav¬

sense of responsibility in the home-mak¬

ored his enterprise and at that time he

er and establish a higher standard of

laid the foundation of his fortune.

home life and influence is essential to the

He was a man of simple tastes, and

organization of society.

The teaching

an independent thinker and a lover of

of Home Economics should be planned

his country.

“Build up the country in

with a view of emphasizing health as a

its children,” became his motto, and as

normal condition and of giving knowl¬

his wealth grew he sought means of ap¬

edge of the physical condition which will

plying it.

He observed that Canada

maintain this health; of emphasizing the

needed engineers for its future develop¬

home as the unit of society and the

ment; he therefore,

management of the home as a business

provided

McGill

University with a fully equipped en¬

needing

gineering building, and following this

which will demand all the wisdom which

came his gifts of physics building and a

can be summoned; of showing that the

chemistry building and an endowment

woman’s part as spender and manager is

for the maintenance of this work.

He

no less important than that of the earner

also observed that Canada is essentially

and that the home cannot succeed if

an agricultural country and that if Can¬

she failed to meet her obligation.

ada’s future should be for the best, it

was the vision which Mrs. Hoodless of

must have a prosperous and contented
rural population.

Hamilton had when she interviewed Sir
William Macdonald concerning the ad¬

Dr. J. W. Robertson, who was at one

visability of erecting a school of Home

time Professor of Dairy Husbandry at
the Ontario Agricultural

College

special

training

and

a

task

This

Economics at Guelph.

and

In January, 1902, Sir William Mac¬

who was a pioneer in schemes for im¬

donald authorized Dr. J. W. Robertson

proving agriculture, was also thinking

t) lay before the Premier of the Pro¬

of Canada’s future and

its children.

vince of Ontario an offer of assistance to

He and Sir William Macdonald believed

carry out this plan of building up an

that there were three essentials for the

educational

progressive development of human life;

(the offer included provision for Manual

interest

in

“Home

Life”
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Training and Nature Study).

The sum

The Institute was opened in the fall

of one hundred and seventy-five thou¬

of 1903 with Miss M. U. Watson, form¬

sand dollars was offered to the Province

erly of the Ontario Normal School of

of Ontario and was accepted by Order-

Domestic Science and Art in Hamilton,

in-Council in March of the same year.

as director of Home Economics.

As a result of this gift there have been

her direction (from 1903-1920) the In¬

erected as a department of the Ontario

stitute rapidly gained recognition as one

Agricultural

Macdonald

of the leading schools of its kind, draw¬

Institute for instruction in the different

ing students from all parts of Canada

branches of Home Economics, and Mac¬

and many from other countries.

donald Hall a residence for women stu¬

graduates who have gone out many are

dents.

Dr. James Mills, President of

now in positions of responsibility and

the College at that time assumed the

trust, in every province of the Dominion

responsibility of planning the buildings

and in several other countries.

College

the

and of disbursing all monies in connec¬
tion with their erection.

Under

Of the

The work in Home Economics made

The beautiful

possible by the gift of Sir William Mac¬

structures are the result of his indom¬

donald and the vision of Mrs. Hoodless,

itable

perseverance,

excellent judg¬

and so ably developed under Miss Wat¬

ment and good taste.

The Province of

son is still being carried on and each

Ontario undertakes the maintenance of

year the increasing possibilities bring

these buildings and provides instruc¬

new lines of service and wider fields to

tion.

the Macdonald Institute.

Couitesy of Farmer’s Advocate
After the hay is off.
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By N. J. Laughlin ’23
pJARLY in June the writer was talking leisurely with
Huron County.

a

farmer in

The farmer was

have been able to see the weak places
in their business and would have sought
a remedy.

The rural school is likewise

good naturedly deploring the scarcity

largely to blame for social conditions in

of the population in his district.

the country.

Point¬

Does the reader not think

ing down the road, he said: ‘‘There is a

that if it had sought in the past to im¬

block of nine hundred acres, where there

bue its pupils with some principles of

are living to-day nine people.

Twenty

social organization—by practice as well

years ago there were forty-five people

as otherwise—we might find evidence

on that land.”

of more live social organizations through

That’s one instance of the rapidly de¬

rural Ontario to-day?

I can hear some

creasing rural population in Ontario.

one saying: ‘‘but the schools are not

Pass along from county to county, talk

supposed to, nor can they function out¬

to the farmers, and you’ll find that

side of the ‘three R.' sphere.”

there is scarcely one rural community

did

that has not lost the work, the capital

mark.

and the companionship of hundreds,—

the former case.

too often the best.

Ontario.

It would be the height of wild assump¬
tion

to

suggest

that

the

small

rural school was to blame for it all.

It

in

Germany.

They

They did in Den¬

They did it remarkably well in
They can do it in rural

The little school has not done

it in Ontario yet.
The little red school has served its
time well, but its time is long past.

It

would be equally presumptuous to say

has been largely responsible for On¬

that it is blameless.

tario’s prosperity and high standard of

A study of the sub¬

ject has led most rural students to the

intelligence.

conclusion that the greatest cause for

rudimentary education for the pioneers

the decreasing population in the rural

under very difficult circumstances.

communities

education was brought to the door of

ture—too
work.

is

little

Another,

of

an

economic

motley
but

for
less

so

na¬

much

important

It provided a very good

every log cabin.

An

All honor to Edgerton

Ryerson, their founder, and respect to

cause is the lack of social organization.

those

Man craves social intercourse.

tario of to-day so comfortable for us.

him

of it

The

rural

school, I said, is not blameless.

It is

partially

and
to

he wilts.

Deprive

blame

economic conditions.

for

the

adverse

Who does not be¬

early

pioneers

who

Times have changed.

made

On¬

The log barns

have made way for the large modern
bank barns with
tions.

up-to-date installa¬

The automobile has superseded

lieve that, if the country youth of On¬

the ox-cart.

tario had received a more complete edu¬

the spade and the cradle.

cation, an education that sought to fit

old

him into, and explain the life surround¬

Readers will agree with me that the

ing him, that economic conditions would

school is often the least expensive build¬

have commenced to right themselves

ing in the community.
Many of the
barns are very superior to the school.

years ago.

The young farmers would

school

Machines have replaced
remains

in

Yet the little
all

its

glory.
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School surroundings are displeasing to
say the least.

These schools are also

Education, by its very nature, is an¬
ticipatory.

We must educate the youth

the refuge for inefficient teachers, and I

of to-day to solve the problems of to¬

I’m not meaning to hurt the hundreds

morrow.

of the very best of teachers.

will be more complex than the prob¬

The lowest

The problems of to-morrow

salaries, average and individual, are paid

lems of to-day.

to country school teachers—look at the

more complex to-day, than it was yes¬

school statistics.

terday.

Is it any wonder that

Society in general is

So must the school be better

the ambition of rural teachers or most

equipped, more highly efficient, if it is

of them, is the city?

to prepare the men and women to meet

Who but the phil¬

anthropist is willing to pass his life¬

the world to-morrow.

That is progress.

time in a little, poorly equipped, often

Granted now that we do feel that the

unclean school, for a small salary, if

rural schools are not functioning pro¬

he has the opportunity to move to a

perly, what seems to be the trouble?

well equipped present-day

Other than what I have already men¬

institution

for a higher salary?

tioned above I do not intend to repeat

To-day we are hearing a great deal

all the old well-known troubles.

Suf¬

about vocational training, fitting the

fice it to say that the little one-room

child into his surroundings, medical in¬

rural school is not equal to its duty,

spection, rotary schools, new basis of

because the plant is too hopelessly small;

grading pupils, home and school clubs,

there is a multiplication of these little

etc., yet the little school goes on its way

inefficient units; the result is that we

placidly down deep in a rut.

are not getting a dollar’s worth of edu¬

Teachers

continue to be trained for city schools,

cation for a dollar spent .

as if there were only a very few rural
schools and not five thousand of them.
These facts make rather sordid read¬
ing.

There are other facts just as sordid

What is the remedy?
big question.

That is the

Much has been written

and talked about it.
opinions prevail.

Many different

Some say “remodel

that observation and the statistics will

the little school.”

reveal—school

in this country the Danish folk schools.’’

attendance,

transient

teachers, etc., but we have enough.

Many

“Weil,” some one says very knowing¬

say

Others say, “plant

“build

large

schools

eliminate the little ones.”

and

Most say

ly, “haven’t our little schools sent away

nothing at all.

from them the leaders in the commer¬

matters.

It is unfortunate indeed when

cial,

we

that

industrial

and

political

life

of

find

It is the “most” that
they

are

disinterested.

That does

Until there is interest awakened in edu¬

not say, however, that the school made

cational matters little can be done. The

these successes.

Ontario Educational Association is to

Canada?”

Yes, they have.

I wonder if many of

these men and women would not blame

be

the farm, the old home and the circum¬

awaken an interest.

stances of life there for their successes.

large numbers attending its last two

I wonder if some of them would not say

meetings

with Bernard Shaw, that their educa¬

let us back to the new school.

tion

had

been

interrupted

by

their

schooling.

more than that,^—it must go.

on

its

efforts

to

Judging by the

there are great

hopes—but

Most educationalists who have made
a study of rural conditions on this con¬

No, the little school in the country¬
side must change its ways.

congratulated

It must do

tinent are of the opinion that little can
be done with the system as it is unless
we organize it into larger units, mean-
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larger

greater

and play that will lead him to enjoy

They think that more satisfac¬

school, rather than dislike it, that will

tion with taxation and administration

teach him those things which will en¬

methods would result.

There are num¬

able him to fit into the surrounding life.

erous reasons with which to support

What better opportunity is there for

their opinion.

Let us discuss here only

vocational work in agriculture and do¬

three:

larger

mestic science?

areas.

schools,

The

including
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country

school

Now is the time for the

could make adequate provision for the

garden clubs, the culture competitions,

Adolescent School Act of recent date,

the cost accounts and the sewing and

the nucleus of a rural social organiza¬

cooking circles.

tion, and the adoption of modern edu¬

explain

cational methods.

rural science and rural life to them.

Until a year ago the Province of On¬
tario

demanded

that a

child

the

Now is the time to

more

difficult

phases

of

Surely we are not going to force our

attend

country children back to school after

school until the clock struck the hour of

fourteen, just to feed them more and

his fourteenth birthday.

more of the three R.’s, to learn a little

Nowr it says

“Young man you must attend school

book-keeping and a little algebra.

two years longer.”

three R.’s are but the knives and forks

“Attend school two

The

more years, when I’m not learning any¬

of an education.

thing anyhow, and I’m tired of school?

our time in making the knives and forks

I want to work.”

That is the attitude,

but let us spend a little time anyway in

which the large country school should

showing the boys and girls how to use

seek to abolish.

them.

Let us not spend all

s'

It can.

It can do it

(Concluded next month)

by offering that boy surroundings, work

<d=4(

CnplHIS is but a short essay.

I cer¬

to take me by the shoulders and shake

tainly do not intend to dig out

me like a rat, and finally box my ears

the derivation of the word.

in hopes of curing me of my ailment.

mology

sounds

too

much

like

Ety¬
ento¬

mology to suit my temperament.

Suf¬

It

would wake me up at once but only for a
short while.

fice it then that the word laziness prob¬

It seems to me that the main differ¬

ably comes from ‘lazo’ I laze with the

ence between laziness and liverishness

Anglo-Saxon

‘ness’

lies in the fact that a lazy man dislikes

reason at all.

I may be wrong, but just

attached

for

no

work, but a liverish man loves it.

Per¬

compare it with a few words such as—

sonally there is nothing I love better,

Oh, hang it, there are lots in the dic¬
tionary.

I have sat down beside it for hours.

Laziness is too often confounded with

turn it over and gaze at it again—in

affection of the liver.
always

suffered

For myself I have

from

this affection.

I gaze at it lovingly as it lies on my desk,
fact there is nothing I admire more.
Few people realize that even

if a

People I have worked with failed to

person’s body is inert or to all appear¬

recognize the insidious disease and have

ances lazy, his mind may be busily ac¬

been anything but sympathetic.

tive.

Years

ago, I have known the school ma’am

Some economic problem may be

solving

itself

in

his

working

brain.
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His thoughts may be among the stars
dwelling on the mystery of life or filled

lieve aunty thinks she saved me from
an awful fate.

with lofty aspirations for the better¬

I doubt if it is possible to indulge in

ment of the human race.

The other day

intellectual enjoyment without laziness.

with one of my multi¬

Take, for example, the beauty of nature.

tudinous maiden aunts, through the su¬

It is one of these glorious evenings in

as

I

strolled

burbs of G—, she pointed out a man

the

sitting on one of those heaps of rubbish

cushions in the bottom of a canoe float¬

so rarely seen in our beloved city.

ing silently down stream.

“Ah!” she says, “there’s laziness for
you.

Look at that disreputable raga¬

muffin, one of your unemployed, eh!
I’ll warrant he wouldn’t work if you
In my mildest tone I remonstrated
with aunty, and grabbed her arm in
time to prevent her stabbing another
victim with her umbrella.

You

lounge

amidst

The sunset

has cast a dark red-green shadow over
the water which absorbs the hazy out¬
line of the river banks, and is blinded
with the glory in the sky.
from that cloud of spruce indistinctly
visible in the rising ground to the east.
The rim of the moon comes into view
gleaming like a scimitar and presently
the world is changed to fairyland aglow

“My man,” I said in a quiet, peace¬
I

fall.

A blaze of light appears to spring

gave him a job on a farm.”

ful voice, full of sympathy.

early

in a silver light; the canoe becomes a

“My man,

fairy bark floating on a shimmering,

know your mind is busy in lofty

scintilating river; even the mud banks

realms of speculation and even if your
body lounges, your thoughts perchance
are in other worlds than this, or per¬

are beautiful.
It were sacrilege to speak at such a
time.

The call of the waterfowl or the

chance some weighty social problem is

occasional flash of a fish are sounds

worrying your brain.”

which deepen the ensuing silence.

I continued at

length to show him I understood.

He

From the sublime to the ridiculous:

started, turned his head and gazed at

We laze at the movies as far as it is

me with sleepy eyes, his mouth agape.

possible to laze in wooden seats filled

“Ah,” I thought, “I knew I was right.”
Presently he got up, pushed his hat
back, scratched his shoulder

with bolt heads.
The orchestra strikes up one of those

entomo-

weird, haunting melodies intended to

logically and began to walk round me,

bring to mind the vision of the rolling

eyeing me with evident interest. Warm¬

prairie with Mexican Sam on a wild and

ing to my work, I ran off a

woolly

list

of

thoughts which no doubt had passed
through his head.

Holstein

pony,

racing

madly

across the screen in a cloud of revolver
smoke.

Suddenly, aunty caught hold of my

Flick, flick—a fleeting glimpse—1

arm and before I could tell her to back

“The girl he loved,” in 150 parts.

up she was rushing me round the corner,

Produced by Colonel Parsons.

her umbrella waving frantically in the

Scenery by Geo. Patterson.

air.

Continuity by Bud Purdy.

When she had dragged me into

the nearest ice cream parlor, and caught

Chief projectionist, etc., etc.

her breath, she gasped:

Flash!

“Don’t

you

know

who

that

was.

It’s gone.

Ah! there he is.

Bang, bang, away

Th-that’s the head warder of the lunatic

he goes across the prairie letting fly with

asylum on the hill.”

his gun at every prairie chicken in sight.

To this day I be¬
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It must be a serial, it is too excitingly
quick for anything else.

Flick, flick.

never.

But why?

No, it’s not prairie chicken he is after,
but a sheriff’s posse which is after him.
“Dust and horses.’’

Now or
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How they ride.

Oh!

Hang it,

I

must

There goes the chicken hunter.

My!

He has caught her by the hair.

The

have missed something.

It is all they can do to keep in the pic¬

villain.

ture at all.

just as the sheriff’s posse dash into the
picture.

Flick, flick.
pig-sties?

Do you see that line of

She is on the horse before him

Why there’s a girl.

She

Away they all go.

must have heard them coming.

She

I’m tired of lazing.

looks as though she would defend those

It’s too much

like work.

pigs with her life.

—R. O. B., ’24.

MIDSUMMER NIGHT

Mother of balms and soothings manifold,
Quiet-breathed Night whose brooding hours are seven,
To whom the voices of all rest are given,
And those few stars whose scattered names are told.
Far off, beyond the westward hills outrolled,
Darker than those, more still, more dreamy even,
The golden moon leans in the dusky heaven,
And under her, one star, a point of gold.
And all go slowly lingering toward the west,
As we go down forgetfully to our rest,
Weary of day time, tired of noise and light.
Ah, it was time that thou shouldst come, tor we
Were sore athirst, and had great need of thee,
Thou sweet physician balmy-bosomed Night.

—Archibald Lampman.
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EDITORIAL
It is difficult at the present time to

light to all who saw them.

Admittedly

express a favorable opinion about the

the annual planting out of these flowers

changes which have taken place on the

was an expensive proposition, never¬

campus in front of the old residence.

theless the beauty of the planting effect

The removal of the formal flower beds

could not be measured in dollars and

seems, at first thought, a ruthless de¬

cents.

struction

lent setting for the big stone building

of

the

beautiful.

We

are

told that the formal style of landscape
architecture as exemplified in the flower¬

The flower beds made an excel¬

behind them.
The new arrangement of

the roads

beds was out of place against the natural

and planting does not at present seem

style of the campus.

This may be quite

so good as what we have lost, but it is

so

have

been

hard to judge any uncompleted work

made on this score in the past and the

and we can only hope that the net re¬

flowers and shrubs in front of the resi¬

sult of the changes will be as satisfac¬

dence have always been a source of de¬

tory as what we have lost.

but

complaints

never
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A
not

manufacturer, talking to a farm¬

harvest is not far off.

er, once remarked that he could

difficu’t a task to raise enough to give

not understand why farmers did

a pleasant living.

follow

a

definite

plan

for their

operations.

It is not too

It is the effort to

produce a surplus which makes farm
life a drudgery for man and beast.

“Take the roof off your factory,”

Very often this breathing spell before

replied the farmer, “and you will run

haying

up against some of the difficulties of

fence repairing.

farming.”

little pigs develop the ambition to in¬

There is no doubt that the weather

commences

is

occupied

with

Just about this time

vestigate all parts of the farm.

They

must govern farming operations at all

have not yet reached that sedate age

times.

when they are content to “eat, sleep and

It is especially true in the spring.

Everyone is trying to beat the weather.

grow fat.”

Yet when the first two months of the

vegetables—a flower bed is an

spring are past and the fields green

source of pleasure to them.

with promise, the farmer may turn his

most of the young in the world they must

team out to pasture, take a deep breath,

learn that there are higher laws than

and look about him.

their own desires.

Their appetites run toward
endless
But like

They must be fenced

The seeding’s done.

in.

The furrow’s run,

in the spring months.

Colts, too, are very hard on fences
They learn up

The growing rain is falling;

against a fence, and “bless the Duke of

While sweet and clear,

Argyle,” continually leaving a sagging

Now far, now near,

stretch of wire.

The meadow larks are calling.

Usually one or two

brace posts relieve themselves of their

While I was working a few days over¬

responsibilities during the winter and

time to plant an extra acre or two to

heave out of the ground.

help to defray college expenses, one of

extra work for the farmer.

my neighbours finished his work.

are not kept up there will be a great

From

All these make
If the fences

April till June he had been working in

deal

the fields, working steadily from morn¬

sheep always break out on the busiest

ing until dark.

days.

And now “Old Casper’s

work was done.”

of

needless

worry.

Cattle

and

All morning he sat

Why is it that so many men believe

under a shade tree, smoking his pipe

that the anchor-posts which they con¬

and keeping a watchful eye on a newly-

struct will hold forever.J

born colt.

with cross-beams and boards they in¬

Of course it is not good

farming practice to sit around on fine

variably

days, but independence is one of the

pounds of stone.

joys of country life.

the first to heave out.

A more perfect

throw

in

Not satisfied

several

hundred

Such posts are always
We had a hired

picture of contentment could not be

man once who collected all the loose

imagined.

rocks on the farm and buried them be¬

Meanwhile I and my team

were out sweating in the sun, merely to

side

every

anchor-post

he

erected.

earn a little extra money.

In the first

Whenever I feel that I am becoming too

weeks of June money seems strangely
insignificant and unnecessary.
Wealth

satisfied with life I spend an afternoon

is being produced all around and the

Yet, with all its worries, little pigs,

replacing one of them.
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weather and fences included, life on a

surroundings which leads to content¬

farm can be wonderfully enjoyable and

ment.

contented.

joyment from his work he is winning

After all it is the attitude

which we take toward our work and

When a man can derive true en¬

the greatest return possible.
PLOWBOY.

Readers of the agricultural page of a

gateway, and Mr. Wellnow reached be¬

certain daily have heard a great deal

tween the wires to pick it up.

about cattle being poisoned by sweet

so the cow gave a loud snort and began

clover silage,

to tremble violently,

but James K. Wellnow,

As he did

and a moment

a well-known livestock man of the third

later began to breathe heavily and cough

concession of Zattafack, lost a valuable

as though choking.

cow recently from a still more mysteri¬

trying to swallow some obstruction in

ous cause.

The animal had not been

her throat but was unable to dislodge it,

fed anything poisonous, and was ap¬

and in spite of her owner’s efforts she

parently in the best of condition until

fell over and died within a few minutes.

just a

few

She was evidently

minutes before she died.

“Funny thing how you notice things

The circumstances as related by Mr.

at a time like that and how they stick

Wellnow, are as follows:—

in your mind.” said Mr. Wellnow in

The cattle had been turned out of the

telling, the

story.

“There

was

that

stable, as usual, for water and exercise

paper in my hand, open at the farm

early in the afternoon.

Mr. Wellnow,

page, and I remember as plain as can

who operates a very up-to-date dairy

be one of the headlines—Elmira Hen

plant, had finished packing a shipment

Wins; Lays Three-Pound Egg.

of April Fodder Butter for the Mon¬

that I’d remember that, isn’t it?—No,

treal market, and was going down the

we haven’t found out yet just what it

lane toward the gate with the intention

was she choked on.

of getting the mail which had been left

was trying to swallow something or

there a few minutes before by the rural

other and couldn’t get it down, but we

mail

couldn’t

driver.

As

he

approached

the

gate he noticed the cow standing with
her head over the top wire apparently
chewing her cud in complete content¬
ment.

The

mailman

had

accidently

find

Queer

It seemed as if she

anything

stuck

in

her

throat when we came to look.”
“Then, there’s nothing definite you
can trace it to?” asked the Review.
“Not definitely;

no.

Still, there’s

dropped the Daily Whoop (“Read-it-in-

some things pretty hard to swallow,”

the-morning-while-it-is-news”)

he concluded reflectively.

in

the
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The sun, which had been rather incon-

Reynolds, Miss Cruickshank and the

spicuous in the preceding two weeks,

staff of the Institute paraded over to

beamed his approval down on the O. A.

Massey Hall.

Just bsfore leaving the Institute for Massey Hall.

C. when nature combined her forces to

That

The Faculty and Norma s.

staid

old

building

had

been

make an unqualified success of the first

wonderfully decorated with flowers and

Macdonald

good red and blue ribbon till it looked

Institute

Graduation

Ex¬

ercises ever held at this College. Under

like a different place.

a bright sunny sky and with a delightful

passed in under an arch of flowers held

breeze blowing, the sweet girl graduates

by future graduates.

from

filled to capacity with friends and rela-

the

Hall,

headed

by

President

The procession
Massey Hall was
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tives of the graduates and proud glances

forward

and smiles were exchanged freely as the

diplomas, each girl being greeted with

girls, all carrying wonderful bouquets of

rounds of applause from friends in the

roses,

audience.

and

other

flowers

took

their

After an excellently rendered piano
Miss Sweet sang

“A Farewell” which was greatly appre¬
ciated

by

the

turn

and

received

their

The Homemakers, though not receiv¬

places in the front rows.
solo by Miss Lyle,

in
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audience.

President

ing diplomas were asked to stand while
President Reynolds read off the names
of the class.
Solos by Miss Marguerite Smith and

Reynolds in his address welcomed the

Miss

visitors and congratulated the success¬

The Valedictory address read by Miss

ful candidates for diplomas.

Marjorie Alexander was a most inter¬

He spoke

Whitehead

were

well

received.

of the value of education, saying that

esting part of the proceedings.

it is an institution which preserves the

spoke of what the girls had learned in

gifts of the past, adds to them, and

their two years at Guelph, not only

passes

from their classes but also from the

them

on

to

the

future.

He

She

The Associates entering Massey Hall.

mentioned the importance of good food,

associations.

and the part it played in the welfare of

in life of the graduates as depicted by

humanity.

Miss

The members of the Home¬

maker class straightened
when

the

The aims and objectives

Alexander

showed

clearly

the

up

proudly

broad scope of the education they have

President stressed

the im¬

received in the two years at Macdonald

portance of being a good homemaker
rather than just a good housekeeper.

Institute.
Visitors and friends enjoyed delicious

Following the President’s address the

refreshments, (it was strawberry season,

members of the Normal, Associate, and

remember) at a garden party held on

Institutional Management classes, came

the bowling green by the Dining hall.
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At 7 o’clock a pageant and tableaux

Hardaker, Miller, Macdonald, Hagey,

were put on by the girls in a particularly

Gillespie, Gilchrist, Houston, Kidd and

pretty corner of the campus.

Reid.

In the

pageant were shown the call of the city
to the girl in the country and the coun¬
ter attractions of a country life.

The

tableaux were a a treat to the spectators,
particularly

the

Indian

scene,

where

M iss Lewis, the popular house president
appeared as an

Indian Chief with a

huge pipe in one corner of her mouth.

Associate Class:
Misses
Berger,

Hobbs,

Holloway,

Moffat,

Buckingham, Mowat, Ballan-

tyne, Malotte, Ryan, Gayman, Soden.
Moore,

Kennedy,

Bell,

Beck,

Baker

and Craig.
Institutional Management Class:

the gym

Misses Hoard, Jackson, Lewis, Cody,

brought at twelve o’clock an end to a

Bell, Hill, Slichter, Mann, Smith, Snure,

wonderful

and Mrs. McKinnon.

A last farewell dance in
day.

The

thoughts

of

a

farewell to the O. A. C. mixed a sadness

Homemaker Class (one year):

with the glandness of the occasion, but

Misses Lyle, West, Cockshutt, Chap¬

everyone enjoyed themselves and con¬

man, Rose, Buck, Whitehead, Asbury,

soled each other with promises of a

Beck,

return visit in the future.

Gibson, Grant,

Davis,

Curry,

Duthie,

Kelley,

Foulds,

Moyer,

Rose,

Following is a list of the graduates:

Carpenter, Shields, Smith, Sweet, W.

Normal Class:
Misses Bambridge, Alexander, Blain,

Almas, Fleming, Gibson, Plarris, Mc¬

Frank,
of

our Frank,

roses.

She
we’ll

didn’t

We who
look

behind
know

a mass

her

frightfully

admiring onlookers, lastly came “Zeig”

happy

fussed to tears at the thought of all

admit—but that was only her

that she was highly pleased with her¬
Who

wouldn’t

be?

Webster, who fairly beamed upon the

gasp.

natural modesty covering up the fact
self.

Laren, Seiveright, Setherington.

Marching

of the fair damsels who stared

and

craned their necks as he passed.
Frank, Kate and all the boys, we the
“ex-grads,” who stood on the side lines

along beside our fair Kate, who, by the

would

way was almost hidden by roses, and

“Allerebo” at you, we were so fright¬

heading a line of such distinguished-

fully proud of such a long line and such

looking gentlemen?

a splendid line representing the Faculty

One of the first smiling faces which
greeted us was that of “Good Old Pete”
trotting along beside “Doc”

have

liked

to

have

shrieked

of Agriculture at the LT. of T. Convo¬
cation, 1922.

AN “EX-GRAD”

Edwards.

Rusty, in his usual gallant way, had to
break ranks during a

slight

halt

to

Congratulations to ’22.

Their exam¬

speak to the ladies on the side lines.

ination record is a hard one to beat.

On down the line we glimpsed George

It will be a long while, before another

Patton and A. B. C. Throop attempting

graduating class of over a hundred men

to look bored and failing miserably. No

goes through the fourth year exams,

one in the line felt happier than Freddy

with only one man “starred.”
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It’s funnv how little yarns about the
fellows

become

around

in

known

the summer

and

passed

months even
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carloads of doctors and dentists, the
O. A. C. fellows began to feel rather
tired and hungry.

The traveller from

when we hardly ever see the fellows

Eastern Ontario (shall I call him Bill?)

themselves.

was no exception.

Take, for instance, this little tale of
Pete

C—,

class.

of

this

year's

graduating

Of course I wouldn’t tell his name

There was still a

long line-up of B.A.’s M.D.’s, etc., to
run through before the B. S. A. men
were to be called up on the mat.

So

for anything so I shall merely refer to

presently Bill whispered to Hank and

him as Pete.

It seems that Pete drifted

George and the three slipped quietly

back to College one day in June and,

out and went to a dive up on Bloor St.

taking advantage of the absence of all

to get something to eat.

his old pals, he checked in for dinner at

time the trio slipped quietly back into

the dining hall with the Mac girls. That

Convocation Hall feeling much at peace

the only other mere man in the place

with the world—till they saw that the

was sitting at the head table mattered

O. A. C. fellows were being put through

not a jot to old Pete and he serenely

the hoops.

parked

Hank responded.

girls.

himself at a table with
Would you believe it?

nine

Well, I

And in due

Hank’s name was called;
George’s name was

called; George responded.

But as for

wouldn’t either till half a dozen of the

poor Bill, his name had been called while

girls told me so.

he was strolling across the L niversity

It is to be hoped they

made him at least serve the potatoes.

campus.

And do you know, the girls said the old

ordinary roll-call where Jack can answer

warhorse sat there just as cool as a cu¬

for Joe, so Bill just had to grin and con¬

cumber, as if he’d been doing the same

tent himself with the role of interested

thing all his life.

spectator.

Somebody tried to

And this, remember, was no

Rather tough luck after that

kid him about it the other day but

hundred mile journey, but Bill will get

Pete had his defence all ready.

his sheepskin in the course of time.

“Why, I couldn’t help it,” he said.

You all know Mr. O. R. Evans, of

“I was on my way down to Joe's when

year ’23.

I met all those girls and they just dared

the country in a Ford car and his pet

me to go in for dinner with them, so I

hobby

for

the summer is inspecting

had to go.”

creameries.

Perhaps, you know Mr.

Uh-hm!

Another case of “Eve, she

tempted me.”

But I for one don’t be¬

lieve it at all.
rugby and

Frank Jones, of the same year.
“moisture
the man.

Then there is the case of the star
hockey player who came

Well, Evvie is cavorting about

control

in

butter,”

\ es,
that’s

Well, Joner is also inspecting

creameries, but he can’t drive a flivver,
so he goes by train.

The other day

about a hundred miles to Toronto, from

Joner was calling at a little cream re¬

a place down in Eastern Ontario, for

ceiving station, near Brampton, which

Convocation.

Along with the rest of

was managed by an elderly lady and

the gang he was seated in Convocation

her comely daughter of age unstated.

Hall waiting for his turn on the plat¬

After he had put his OK on the samples

form.

of cream, Joner casually inquired if Mr.

After they had turned out a

couple of hundred Arts men and a few

Evans had called there yet.

At once a
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radiant smile broke over the face of the

thirty feet up in a big maple.

good lady and the brown eyes of the

was green, the birds were singing and all

daughter lighted up with interest.

nature was at her prettiest, a fact which

“Oh,” said the lady, “do you know
Mr.

Evans?

week.
My!

Yes,

he was here last

Will he be calling again soon?
Mr. Evans is such a nice man.”

That’s all right Evvie, old dear, we

The grass

influenced the naturally joyous spirits
of the Admiral to such an extent that
presently he too burst into song.

It

chanced that at this juncture a visitor
passed along the road under the maple
in which our hero was ensconced. Hear¬

know you.
After that last little story my name

ing

the

strange

near-melody

issuing

will be mud, so I may as well go on and

from the tree, she stopped and looked

tell about another of vear ’23’s famous

up.

men—The Admiral.

sadness appeared on her face.

In case you do

An expression of compassion and

not know, let me tell you that the Ad¬

“Poor fellow,” she said softly, “poor

miral is pruning trees at an institution

unfortunate young man to be like that

in London, Ontario, where they minis¬

so early in life.

And

ter to the mentally incapacitated.

young man, too.

Oh my! my! that is

Do

a nice looking

you get me? LTnderstand, the Admiral
is not no.n compos mentis—far from

too bad.”

it.

as good as ever when he gets back to

He merely works there.

Well one

Don’t worry, auntie, he’ll be nearly

day he was blithely sawing away about

College.

77X

but never more often than four or five

a previous article on running the

— ARCTURUS.

general principles to be observed and

times a week.

the

be run once a week.

preliminary

training

required

were dealt with in a general way.
In

The entire distance can
If the spring is

made off the right foot the body should

hurdle racing the runner must

be turned slightly to the right when

think and act quickly and have a fair

going over the hurdle and vice versa.

amount of nerve and dash.

To over¬

The hurdles should not be gone over

come any hesitation in taking the high

for at least three days before a race.

hurdles, the beginner should practice

Long walks should be avoided by hurd¬

going over a single hurdle six or seven

lers and jumpers for though walking

times a day for two weeks.

The one

strengthens the heart and legs, and im¬

hurdle can be increased to four or five,

proves the wind, yet it also stiffens and

and practice taken going over them,

binds the muscles,

Two and three mile
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walks on days when not practicing will

popular with the spectators of all run¬

be beneficial.

ning events.

train.

Be careful not to over¬

The fellow who is busy and ac¬

tive all day does not want to do too
much training or he will tire himself and

It is claimed by many

that a particular type of a man is re¬
quired to be a successful sprinter.

Some

sprinters have been tall but in recent

get stale.
Eor the running broad jump the take¬

years most of the short distance run¬

off is the main point to be particular

book on “How to Sprint,” which is very

about.

It is necessary to mark a start¬

good, to be had from Spalding’s Athletic

ing point for the run, which will bring

library, claims that nervous energy is

one’s foot to the take off board exactly

the

right.

sprinter.

A jumper must run with all his

possible speed being confident that the
take-off will be properly met.

ners have been men of small stature.

foremost

requisite

of

an

A

ideal

There is far more to sprinting than

A great

nearly everybody realizes. In this ar¬

amount of practice is necessary to get

ticle just a few general principles can

this confidence.

It is a good idea to

be given but he who thinks he has in

have two marks—one serves as a check

him the potential energy of a sprinter

on the other.

ought to get reading matter on the sub¬

W hen the jump is made the knees

ject, because there is a great deal to be

should be raised as high as possible.
shortened

learned about it.
Before starting the actual training

while running, but the last two paces

some preliminary work should be done

should be lengthened, if possible, by a

in the gymnasium and short jogs be

few inches.

Long striders make the

taken on the toes to limber up the

best broad jumpers, but short striders

muscles so they will not become stiff

can do well, if they have speed.

when the actual training is started.

The

stride

should

not

be

The

broad jumper should practice a great
deal

at

sprinting.

Hopping

on

the

The most difficult thing to acquire
in sprinting, and probably the most im¬

jumping leg about five hundred times a

portant too, is the start.

day making a hop of about nine inches

versally recognized that the crouching

for seventy-five times and then rest for

start is much better than the standing

a few minutes, continuing in this way

start. Three things are absolutely neces¬

until the full number has been done.

sary to get a good start from the crouch¬

Two common mistakes are made by
the novice in pole vaulting.

The take¬

ing position.

It is now uni¬

They must be combined

so that they all take place at the same

off foot is brought too close to the point

time.

of the pole in the ground.

the mark as far as the centre of equi¬

This pre¬

First the body should be well over

vents getting the swing to carry the

librium will allow, so

jumper over the bar and the second

hands leave the ground the body goes

mistake made, is, that in raising the

immediately

body the arms are not used to the ex¬

weight of the body should be on the for¬

tent that they should be immediately

ward foot and arms.

on leaving the ground.

Both of these

be about five inches from the line and

faults can be easily remedied, but either

great caution ahould be taken not to

is fatal.

place the hands too far apart—just so

The faster the run to the bar

forward.

the better, and strength in the jump¬

the legs will

ing leg should be developed.

without touching.

Sprinting is a sport which is most

tha t vhn
Secondly,

e
the

The foot should

pass between

the arms

The third point is

the back leg is used as a guider, and is
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placed in a perfectly easy position at a

These articles have not been written

distance from the front foot so that the

in the hope of developing expert men in

knee of the rear foot is at the instep of

any particular line of sport; that can be

the front foot.
Training should not be done alone,

accomplished only by devoting one’s

it develops slowness.

If some one as

writer has had in mind the idea of giving

good as oneself cannot be had to train

a few general points so that for next

with, get somebody who is not as fast,

Autumn more fellows may enter into

but give him a start and try how soon

mass athletics and some may be trained

you can overtake him.

for

Starts and part

whole time to a certain sport; but the

interfaculty

meets.

So, fellows,

distances of the whole are the things to

turn out occasionally in the yard, in the

be practiced.

garden or wherever a suitable place

Don’t practice too often,

just enough to keep in good condition

may be found,

and fresh.

Do not tire yourself at it.

more different things, and perhaps you

This applies to fellows who may be

may develop enough in some sport to go

working all day.

to Varsity next field day.

For specialized train¬

ing different rules would be followed.

CnnlHE Second Annual
the O. A
tUj

Reunion of

C. Alumni was staged

at the College on Friday, June

practice a couple or

HIRAM HICKS.

after twelve and after short addresses
by Mr. H. S. Fry, President

of

the

Ontario Alumni Association, President

hundred ex-students

Reynolds, and Dr. Creelman, a man-

gathered together to renew their Col¬
the

sized lunch was served.
A resolution was passed giving the

affair was two weeks later than last

executive of the Central Ontario Alumni

year and came at a time when many of

Association power to select a number

the graduates were in the midst of the

of graduates to act as an Agricultural

busy season on the farm.

those who did come enjoyed the pro¬

Educational Committee.
Four teams of five men each were

ceedings hugely.

Many of the old boys

chosen for the judging competitions—

motored in with their families, and the

we were going to say guessing competi¬

College roads were well lined with cars.

tions, but that is too unfair—as follows:

A meeting was held in the gym shortly

Students of the College up to 1900,

23, when over
lege

a

friendships.

Unfortunately,

However,
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captained by Geo. Putnam; 1900-1910,

Western provinces and leaves almost

captained by Bob Wade; 1910-1916,
captained by Charlie Galbraith; 1916-

immediately for Trinidad, where
hopes to see “Jerry” Grant, T9.

1922, captained by “Big Mac” Mac¬
donald.
After an interesting session

“Hal” Clark, ’21, has gone into the
dairy

in the

pavilion in which the teams tried their

he

business at

his

home,

Collins’

Bay, Ontario.
Miss

Eilla

Freeborn, ’21, is taking

skill at judging the weights of a pair of

pupil dietitian work at the Sherbourne

pigs of widely different ages, weight of a

House Club, Toronto, under the super¬

fat steer, and the egg production of a

vision of Miss Lena Reid, T9.

couple of hens,

Mr. Galbraith’s team

was accorded the honors of the day.
Following this the visiting graduates

Toronto

Macdonald

Institute

Alumni

undertook to play the faculty a game of
baseball on the campus, but in spite of

The final meeting of the year ending

the twirling of Cudmore, ’20, the faculty

June, 1922, of the Toronto Macdonald

team came off with the long end of the

Institute Alumni was held in Annesley

score.

Hall on May 26th.

The visitors took advantage of the

president,

Mrs. Lang, our new

presided.

Mrs.

Plumtree

excellent weather to look over the Col¬

spoke on the Pan American conference

lege grounds and note the changes and

of women which she had lately attended.

additions which have taken place in the

After Mrs. Plumtree’s talk, which every¬

last year in grounds, fields and buildings.

one enjoyed immensely, tea was served
by our hostesses Miss Elliott, dietitian of
Annesley Hall and Miss Falconbridge,

Students at the College during
the last two years will be shocked
to hear of the sudden death, on
May 30th last, of “Vic” Cabeldu,
of the Bursar’s office.

Mr. Cab¬

housekeeper of Annesley,

both

Mac¬

donald graduates.
Some of the Toronto hospitals and
institutions which are “dieted” by Mac¬
donald graduates:

eldu was recovering from a serious
operation, when lockjaw set in and
he passed away within two days.

Toronto General Hospital—Mrs. C.
Bevens.

No one has been better liked by

Western

the boys than “Vie” Cabeldu, and

Barker, ’20.

all who knew him will join with
the Review in extending sympathy
to his bereaved parents, brothers
and sister.

Hospital—Miss

Preventorium—Miss

Ethel

Marjorie
Hamil¬

ton, ’21.
Women’s

College

Hospital—Mrs.

Stone, T8.
Hospital for Sick Children—Dietetic

Miss Mary Kelly, 21, has recently
been appointed dietitian of the new
Children’s Hospital, Eondon, Ontario.
Miss Vera

Stock,

’21,

is

now

the

dietitian at Byron Sanatorium, Eondon.
“Ted” Odell, ’20, has just returned
from a three months’ trip through the

Department—Miss Winifred Downey,
T5;

Milk

Department—Miss Elsie

Luckham, '20.
Isolation

Hospital—Miss

Florence

Shannon.
Sherbourne House Club—Miss Lena
Reid, T9.
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Hostel—Miss

“Gord” was a member of the recent

Maud Kennedy, ’21.
Annesley Hall—Miss Dorothy Fal-

graduating class.

conbridge, ’19; Miss Elliott.

the student body and is a deservedly

He has held a num¬

ber of important executive positions in
popular member of Class ’22.

All his

classmates and a wide circle of friends
Messrs. Coke, Evans, and McLean,

offer heartiest congratulations.

of the College staff, are taking post¬
graduate work at Madison, Wisconsin.

Mrs.

Geo.

R.

Bruce,

Guelph,

an¬

Professor LeDrew is also there for sum¬

nounces the engagement of her daughter

mer course work.

Grace Emily, to Mr. Geo. B. Hood,

Fred Stock, '21, was a recent visitor
at the College.

He is working with the

Live Stock Branch, at Ottawa, and his

B.S.A., son of Mrs. B. S. Hood, Guelph,
the wedding to take place the end of
June.

permanent address is Tavistock, On¬
tario. Fred didn't tell us, but somebody

George ( I wanta fight!) Hood, now

else did, that by the time this appears

assistant editor of the Canadian Coun¬

in print Miss Velma Balkwill, of last

tryman, was a popular and pugnacious

year’s Macdonald Institute graduates,

member of '20.

will be Mrs. Fred Stock.

Review and high man on the Interna¬

Congratula¬

He was editor of the

tional judging team in his final year.

tions !
An interested visitor at the College
on the day of the Re-union was Mr. A.
A. McTavish, who was Dean

of resi¬

dence and instructor in mathematics at
the College in 1879-80.

In a very interesting letter, R. M.
Lewis,

’21, Language School, Peking,

China, writes in part:

Mr. McTavish
“If there was any real danger to us,

is now living in Guelph.

due to the recent quite heavy fighting
George Patton, '22, late commander-

near Peking, it has now entirely disap¬

in-chief of the Sodbusters and far-famed

peared with the rout of the Mukden

throughout the province as the versatile

troops by those of Chihli and Honan,

humorist and actor of the O. A. C., is

and the shifting of the scene toward

now Director of the Ontario Motion

Tientsin.

Picture Bureau, at 46 Richmond St.

girls on April 28, Mrs. Lewis’ studies in

West. Toronto.

Chinese were interrupted.

You should have seen

With the arrival of our twin
Mine, how¬

him directing things at the graduation

ever, go merrily on and are (theoretically

exercises.

at least) my only responsibility.”

He’s good.

Engagements
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Robt.

Tweedie

an¬

It is to be hoped that next year the

nounce the engagement of their daugh¬

Macdonald Institute Alumni Associate

ter,

Euphemia (Famie), to Angus Gor¬

will co-operate with the O. A. C. Alumni

don Clarry, B.S.A., youngest son of Mr.

Associations a-nd arrange for one big

A. Sinclair Clarry, Locust Hill, Ont.,

reunion as was done last year, rather

and the late Mrs. A. Sinclair Clarry,

than

marriage to take place early in July.

separate days, as wasMone this year.

have

two

smaller

meetings

on
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Efficiency
“And also, Geraldine,

Vll.

Military College, that he would give
I hope that

him a dollar for every dollar saved be¬

no young men ever kiss you by surprise.’

tween the Christmas and Easter vaca¬

“No. mother, they only think they
do!”

tions.

Wrhen the holidays arrived the

cadet came home with his chest out
and his swagger stick doing some parti¬

Supply the Moral
It was at a fall fair.

cularly snappy action.

A doctor stood

admiring a large fat hog, and a small
boy standing by piped up:
father’s hog.

“That’s my

He got the first prize.”

“Wonderful,” said the doctor; “cer¬
tainly a very fine hog.”
at the boy.
he asked.

Then he looked

“Well, dad,” he said jovially, “I’ve
saved sixty dollars.”
This gave the old man pause.
“How on earth did you do that?” he
demanded.
“On the Toronto-Montreal game.”

“How old are you, son?”

“I’m nine past,” said the boy.
“Why,” said the doctor,
small for a nine-year-old.
e?.t and drink?”

“you are

What do you

“Just what the rest of the folks do—
bread, meat, pie, potatoes, coffee, cake
and tea.”
“But,” queried the doctor, “don’t you
drink milk?”
“Naw,” said the boy in a tone of dis¬
gust; “we feed milk to the hogs.”
Write your own moral to this tale.

One Thing He Hadn’t Done
It was at a revival meeting.

An old

darky rose to his feet.
“Brudders an’ sisters,” said he earn¬
estly, “you knows an’ I knows that I
ain’t been what I oughta been, Ise rob¬
bed hen roosts an’ stole hogs an’ tol’ lies
an’ got drunk an’ slashed folks wi’ ma
razor, an’ shot craps an’

cussed an’

swore, but I thank de Lord dere’s one
thing I ain’t nebber done—I ain’t nebber lost ma religion.”

—Canadian Red Cross.
Looking Ahead!
When I sit in the swing in the evening,

Noblesse Oblige
Co-ed—W hy didn’t you find out who

And

the seeding and

planting are

he was when the professor called the
roll?

done,
W’hen the trees in the moonlight are

Another Co-ed—I did try to but he

bathing,
And the earth is still warm from the

answered

for four different

names.—

sun.

Show me.
Thrift
With a view to encouraging thrift his
father promised a cadet of the Royal

Do I dream of the wealth I’m creating,
Of my grain bins o’erflowing with
grain,
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Of

the

three-figured

cheques

I'll

be

r———

-

”

banking,
And the way I’ll be spending my gain?

ALL FOR
THIRTY

I sit in the swing with my pipe and I
dream
Of a strawberry short-cake, all covered
with cream.
—McA.,’24.

Should you
take

from

happen

his

to

pocket

see

one

a

of

man
these

$30.00 watches, you would never ques¬

A New Source
Little

Mary

had

tion his word if he told you it cost

often

heard

her

two

or

three

times

that

amount—it

really is just an attractive watch.

father speak of watering the cows and
horses.

One day she saw the hired man
j

taking a pail of milk to the hens.

It is just as good as it looks too.

A

short time later her mother asked her

The movement is our 15 jewel “Ser¬
vice,”

where Jim was.
“Oh,” she replied knowlingly, “he up

with

pensating balance,
is open

milking the hens.”

Brequet

faced,

hairspring,

com¬

etc., and the case

very strong

yet

very

thin, and is best gold filled, with gold
thumb

Claiming Relationship

the
great

A tramp climbed on
freight.

the standing

piece,

greatest
watch

how
wear
for

and

joints

comes..

the

where

A

money

—

truly
just

thirty dollars.

He was seen by the conductor,

who sent the breakman to remove the
unwelcome passenger.

On arriving in

the

the

tramp’s

vicinity,

breakman

Guaranteed, of Course

found himself gazing down the mouth
of a revolver.

He was ordered to go

back to the caboose.
“Well,”

questioned

the

conductor,

“did you put him off.”
“No,” replied the breakman rather
sheepishly.

“To tell the truth, he’s a

cousin of mine.”
“Humph,”

said the conductor, “I’m

not troubled with any relatives like
that.

RYRIE BROS.
Limited

I’ll put him off.”

A short time later he returned, look¬
ing somewhat crestfallen also.
“Put him off?” inquired the brakeman.

134-138 Yonge St.
TORONTO

“No,” replied the conductor, “he’s a
cousin of mine, too.”
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—Courtesy of Farmer's Advocate.
A Good Combination—Shorthorn sj Shade, Water ar d Grass.
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You Don’t Pay For a De Laval
It Pays For Itself
A truer statement was never
made.
Ask any one of the
millions of De Laval users and
they will invariably reply, “My
De Laval doesn’t owe me a
cent. It paid for itself in less
than a year, and ever since has
been making me money.”
Why? Because the minute
you start using a De Laval you
get something to sell for cash—
cream; and in addition you get
skim-milk to grow into another
crop of calves, pigsand chickens.
Two sources of profit, and a
steady cash income every day.

Even if you don’t own a
De Laval you are probably pay¬
ing for one anyway—especially
if you are using a cheap, inferior
or badly worn separator, or are
skimming by hand—in the cream
that is being lost.
No other
method of separating cream
from milk is so efficient, easy
and economical in the long run
as the De Laval.
There is a De Laval Separator just right
for you, no matter if you have one or a
thousand cows.
Furnished with hand,
power, electric or steam turbine drive.
See your De Laval Agent now or write
us about getting one.

The De Laval Company, Ltd.
Montreal
Peterborough
Winnipeg
Edmonton
Vancouver

Sooner or later you will use a

De Laval
Mil

Cream Separator and
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THE COW STALL bLOOR PROBLEM
Is solved for
all
time
by
use
of
Cork
Paving Brick.
These
bricks
I ossess all the
rood
features
o! both wood
and cement,
'with none of
their faults.
Cork brick are
warm and re¬
silient, nan¬
s'iri ery, per¬
fectly sanitary
and remarka’ le for duraserLiiity m
vice.
Cork
Brick

Fleers

Are used
h u n :1 r e d s o
prominent stockholders in the L nited ctates and Canada, and also by many Agricultural
Colleges and Government Experimental Stations.

- ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION CO., Limited
McGill Bldg., MONTREAL, QUEBEC

I\ ceding

Lanterns or Slides?
We carry the best Stereopticons
for various projection purposes
and will be glad to advise you.
Projection apparatus of all kinds
carried in stock.

We not only carry a stock of
and Rent Slides, but also Make
them from your films or photo
prints.
Expert workmen care¬
fully supervised assure satisfac¬
tory results.

Write us about anything in Pho¬
tography.

A large number of slide-sets with
lectures on various topics are
carried.

The Ryerson Press
Toronto, Ont.
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the daylight print shop

T*HE HOME OF GOOD PRINTING.
Catalogues, Advertising Booklets and
Circulars, Commercial and Society Stationery.
We Guarantee Satisfaction

HAYDEN PRESS, Limited
(Formerly Advertiser Job Printing Co., Ltd.)
Coiner Ycrf? and Wellington Sts.

London

Ontario

Phones 247-248

GONE FOREVER
I he days are past when business men follow methods or choose materials merely
because custom has in the past decreed their use.
Today men judge only by the measure of performance or results.
It is these new standards of performance which have made the use of

so almost universal throughout the Dairy industry.
And this result is only logical when you realize how efficient, dependable and un¬
iform is the work of this economical cleaner; how easily it cleans; how harmless it is
to hands and metal; how fresh, sweet and wholesomely sanitary it leaves everything
it cleans; and how many uses it has in the dairy, creamery, and cheese factory.
Indian in Circle

Your investment in this quality cleaner is protected by an
unconditional guarantee of efficient performance and economical
cost.
Order from your supply house.
THE

in every package

J.

R.

FORD

CO.,

Wyandotte,

Sole

Manufacturers

Mich.
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Guelph Business Directory
The attention of the O. A. C. and Macdonald Students is drawn to the
following Directory of Guelph Business and Professional men.
tisements help to make your magazine a success.
and give the best service you can obtain.

Their adver¬

They carry the best goods

It is only fair that you patronize

them.

Banks—

Ury Goods & Ladies’ Wear—

Dominion Bank
Guelph & Ontario Trust Co.

D. E. Macdonald & Bros.
Cole Bros. & Scott

The Bank of Hamilton

G. B. Ryan & Co.

The Royal Bank
Union Bank

Guelph Outfitters

Druggists—
Barbers—

Beattie’s Drug Store

College Barber Shop

Boots and Shoes—

Alex. Stewart

Electrical Appliances and Plumbers-

J. D. McArthur

Albert W. Smith

W. J. Thurston

The Grinyer Co.

Neill’s Shoe Store
Fine and Elkin

Florists—

James Gilchrist
Cafes—

Miss E. S. Marriott

Dominion Cafe
Arcade Sweets
Alhambra Lunch

Candy and Ice Cream—

Groceries—

Hood and Benaliick
F. J. Kurtz
Geo. Williams

The Kandy Kitchen
The Tuck
Geo. Williams
Candyland
Royal Candy Works

Gents’ Furnishings and Tailors—

R. S. Cull & Co.
D. E. Macdonald & Bros.
Geo. Wallace
G. B. Ryan & Co.

Dentists—

Fine and Elkin

Dr. M. J. Rudell

Guelph Outfitters

Dr. G. P. Britton
Dr. D. M. Foster

J. H. Shields
Kathleen Neckwear Co.

You will be doing the Review a service if you tell these people you have
read their advertisement.
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Guelph Business Directory
(Continued)

Printing—

Hardware—

T. P. Hammill
The Bond Hardware Co.

The Guelph Herald
Royal City Press

Howden Hardware

Wallace Printing Co.

Jewellers—

Savage & Co.
Arthur W. Smith & Sons.

Picture Framing—

W. C. Bard

Laundries—
Pressing—

The Globe Laundry
Life

J. M. Card & Co.
Sam Wimpenny

Insurance—-

Great West Life, W. L. Burke,
Guelph Agent
Shoe Repairing—

Lumber—

J. D. McArthur

Guelph Lumber Co.

Goodyear Shoe Repair Co.
Magazines and Newspapers—

W. C. Goetz

Malone’s News Stand
Daly’s
Storage Battery Service —
Musical Instruments—

Willard

C. W. Kelly & Son
Mason & Risch
The Grinver Co.

Taxicabs—
*

C. L. Kearns, Phone 41W

Opticians—

Guelph and Hamilton Bus Service
Geo. Pringle
A. D. Savage
H. E. Davidson
Optometrists—

Arthur W. Smith & Sons

Tailors

Campbell & Johnston
J. H.

Shields

Photographers—

The Kennedy Studio
O’Keefe Studio

Tea Room—

Tuck Shop

Robinson Studio
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Fertilizers that
made right
r“Red Steer"on
the bag is your
guarantee of
Highest Possible
'^s^Quallty

SWIFT'S

ERTILIZERS

"It pays
to use them"-

^

On all Crops
and

On all Soite
\YS TO USE THEM

^frUsatt’s
Chocolate Bars
Give you most value for your
money. Pure, rich chocolate;
finest fruits and nuts. Sixteen
delightful kinds.
Insist on Getting Neils on’s

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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The GLOBE

LAUNDRY
annaahaiuni>);:L'taiUi.unK3m: .ujtjmtuTuirr

As\ the men

A beautiful blue-white Solitaire
for $50.00 and a full range at
prices to suit.
Ladies’ Bracelet Watches at
$25.00 and ranging from $10 to

vce cater to.
:.rznuuuan

$60.

See

our

Watches

at

Special
$15.00.

Men’s

Arthur W. Smith & Sons
Jewelers
120 Wyndham St
GUELPH,
ONT.

Mending Done|Free of Charge
I

|

r

———— -

The Royal Bank of Canada
Head Officet Montreal
Capital $20,354,100

Reserve $20,244,055
Assets $512,657,500

Macdonald Institute and O. A. C. Staff and Students are invited
to avail themselves of the Bank’s facilities for a general Banking
Business.

730 Branches in Canada, the West Indies, South America,

London, England; Paris, France; Barcelona, Spain; and New York.
Savings Department with separate room for Ladies.

R. L. TORRANCE,
Manager, Guelph Branch.
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Taking the Count

xix

going up to his little girl’s bedside each

Housekeeper—“What makes you so

evening and telling her a story before
she went to sleep.

late with the milk these mornings?”
Milkman—“Well, you see, mum, the

One

evening

he

told

her

such

a

law doesn’t allow us any more than

thrilling tale that the child, sitting up

25,000,000 bacteria to the gallon, an’

in

you wouldn't believe how long it takes

father and asked:

bed,

looked

very straight

at

her

“Daddy, is that a true story, or are

to count the little varmints!”

you preaching?”
The Lonely Life
“Poor man,” said the city feller to
Cautious

the big dairy farmer, “what a lonely
life you

The dealer had just received some

must lead all winter, snow¬

bound and with no place to go.

Do

live

chickens

in

a

crate

when

Mrs.

you find trouble arranging for enter¬

Youngbride entered to buy the Sunday

tainment?”

dinner.
“already

“If you like, madam,” he said, “I’ll

we have sixty-three big dances arranged

kill and dress a couple of these chickens

for December, and it’s a mighty hird

and send them over to your home.”

“Yep,”

was

the

answer,

“Well,”

job to plan a schedule without missin’
one of ’em.”

replied

the

young

keeper, hesitating cautiously,

house¬
“if you

are positive they are fresh, you may.”
A clergyman

was in

the

habit of

—Boston Transcript.

“Ontario Fertilizers” for Fall Wheat
The first choice of Successful Farmers because
They increase tillering, give stronger stalk growth and produce more
plump kernels.

“HARAB” POULTRY FEEDS
include
Beef Scrap, Meat Bone Scrap, Poultry Bone, Poultry Bone Meal, Blood
Meal, Oyster Shell, Poultry Grit, etc.

“HARAB” DIGESTIVE TANKAGE
60 9c

Protein

for

feeding hogs.

W rite lor prices and full particulars on above lines.

ONTARIO FERTILIZERS, LIMITED
WEST TORONTO
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High School

Boards

and

Boards of

Education

Are Authorized by Law to Establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL
and

ART SCHOOLS
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION
Day and Evening Classes may be conducted in accordance with the regula¬
tions issued by the Department of Education.
Theoretical and Practical Instruction is given in various trades.
and classes are under the direction of an Advisory Committee.

The schools

Application for attendance should be made to the Principal of the school.
Commercial Subjects, Manual Training, Household Science and Agri¬
culture and Horticulture are provided for in the Courses of Study in Public, Sep¬

arate, Continuation and High Schools, Collegiate Institutes, Vocational Schools and
Departments.
Copies of the Regulations issued by the Minister of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.
Toronto, December, 1921.

9

ALL ROADS LEAD TO
GRINYERS
Electrical and Phonograph Dealers

APEX RECORDS 65c
As good as the most expensive, and will play on any Phonograph
that uses a Needle.
NEED A FLASHLIGHT P
Electric Appliances, Fixtures and Wireless Apparatus for amateurs

GUELPH

ONTARIO

IU
Please mention the O

A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements

We Manufacture
Store and Office Fittings, Doors, Stairs
and Inside Finish, in Hardwood and
Pine, Window and Door Frames.
In fact, anything required in a
building.

Lumber and
Planing Mill Goods
-AT—
.

Guelph Lumber Co.,Ltd.
JAMES HARRISON, President and Manager
Phone

L

1068

J

-

-

—

"

-

-

IS THIS YOU ?
“The only man who has a right to be without Life Insurance
is the man whose death would make no difference to anybody.”
j

j

What is
Life
Insurance
Life Insurance is an anchor of security.
j

It is an alliance of prudent men against misfortunes.
It is the practical expression of care for dependent ones.
It is the only way to create an estate by a stroke of the pen.
It is the one investment that reaches its greatest value
at the time of greatest need.
It cultivates, and by desirable complusion, compels the
habit of saving.
It gives all a Savings Bank gives—and much more.
It answers the question whether or not a man will live
long enough to provide for his family.
It protects wealth and removes poverty.
It safeguards
mortgage.

encumbered

property

and

pays

off the

It gives peace of mind.

The Great West Assurance Co.
HEAD OFFICE, WINNIPEG, MAN.
There is danger in delay.

Ask for particulars today.

W. L. BURKE, Agent, Guelph.

--

